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. . . ·- . . . . ·. . . . . 
··Lottery revamped. 
Resid~nce Life;:aZt~rshousing process 
.. 
free living'spaces. . 
. 9.ampusNews Editor . . ·M. a1·.o. r changes ·. . Students interested in sub~ 
·The Office of.Residence Life starice~free iiving.must attend the 
BY SARAH KELLEY 
created a new lottery system "".htch . ~L()tt_ery numbers wili be special in.terest housing sign~ups 
the~ hol'<r<will en~~mce the. effj_- i!Ssigned by computer. oh Monday, Feb. 22, at 1:30 p.m. in ·. 
ciency and fairness of the process. >:Rather than requiring a. deposit,. Tucker's Lounge. Freshmen inter~ . 
'All' stUdents plan'niiig to reside on studentS will, be liable for a $200 es_ted i_n living .in triple occupancy 
campus next year wiB need to pa:r-· forfeittire fee· it'ttiey sigriup· fc>'r : rooms or on an Honors wing should. 
ticipatein the lottery. · ' · . housing:a'ri~ cancel; . . . also attend on this day, , .. 
One of the :changes will. be the mm:: I;"'" "Because first year students re-
assignment of lottery numbers ran- dents• on Monday, Fe.b. 8, in the siding on campus are. guaranteed 
domly through the use of a com- Office of Residen9e Life..· ·· · housing next year, and. because this 
puter. In the past, Stu.dents drew "I re~lly want to.live in Buenger· is a record size class, we have made 
lottery numbers in advance from a. next year .because the rooms are every effort to operi up space," said 
plasticjack-o' -lantern in the Resi~ bigger arid it is much nicer," said Fiebig.. - · 
dence Life offices. freshman Tom Benson. "Hopefully Fiebig stres~ed. that _the univer-
"We ·feel that this new• system I will get a low number for the lot- . sity is not shorting upperclassmen 
will niake the lottery as fair as it tery.;; . . . . . . for on-campus housing. Xavier will 
could possibly be," said Director The houi;inglottery .will be held lease several off-campus apartment 
ofResiderice Life Ava Jean Fiebig.. for uppei.CI.assmeff. ~11 Monday,· buildings for upperclassmen to live 
A change from previous years, March 8, and for freshmen on next year. The apartrnentswillbe 
students will not be fequired'to pay . Wednesday, M~rch-fo, fo Kelley located on. Dana Avenue', 
a $200 deposit at the time of the · Auditorium. · Students should ar- Ledgewood Ddve and Cleneay Av~ 
lottery. Instead, only students who rive at assigned times according to. enue. 
cancel· after signing housing con~ thefr·numbers. .·. . .. . . Students who cio not participate 
tracts will have to pay a $200 for- "We deddecl to.hold the lottery in the housing. lottery :and decide 
feiture fee.· . . in Kelley -Auditorium, rather than they want to live on campus may 
"This forfeiture fee is ne9essary Tucker's Loi.urge; to mak~ it iunore · ·come. to the open sign~up housing 
to ensure that students who are not organizefl, a~d less· chabtic eY~nt,';. seleetion on March' 15, at 8 a.m; in 
sure aboutli~ing on campus are not ·J'.'i~l:>ig s~iq; '/ ,, _,.~· ;>:· . _ :. : ,._; .. , . the Office of Residence Life:. : 
taking up space that could,b.e' used.. . . 'A:n'other revision in the housing · • Students who~~ttemptto reserve. 
by other students. in need cif ho us~. lottery i{ the' :avaii~bility of sub- housing in this phase will be served 
Ing," Fiebig said; . stance-free housirig for students. on a first~com.e, first~serve basis. A . 
Therewillbetwoseparatehous- Curreni:.firstyearsti.identsnowhave waiting list will be established 
ing lotteries for students interested .. the option. t() _ live .in ari. environ~ based. on ti)e orde~ students. make 
in living on campus-one for cur- ment that is free of alcohol and to- requests for housfog .. 
rent first-year students and one for bacco use; . "If your question ls 'Should I go 
upperclassmen. . The University Apartments and through: the housirig lottery?' the. 
The randomly chosen lottery a portion of the Man()r- Ho,use are answer is 'Yes/ if you intend to live 
numbers will be posted for.all stu- . going to be· designated substance- . on campus," said Fiebig; . ·· 
www.xu.edu/soa!newswire/ 
· NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DON RALLEIGH . 
Sophomore guard Nicoie Levandu_sky puts up a jumper, . · 
. . . 
VICtORYIS SWEET 
Lady-Muskies upset Va. Tech 
BY MATT BARBER . Hokie defender and then ptit in 
Sports Editor the game-clinching ·basket. 
"When someone crosses over Two-point-three seconds re-
in front of me, I lJ.bsoluteJy·Jove mained on the clock but the 
th.at,'.' ·saicl s·ophomore guard game was over. Xavier had de-
Nic.ole, Levandusky - about . feated previously unbeaten and · 
. g~arding Amy.Wetzel, the Vir-.,.; llt~ ranked Virginia Tech 71-
-~ .. ginia Tech guard' who .brought 67 in a. thriller iri Schmidt 
. th~ b·all down:coµrt, in the final Fieldho~se .. When ·the final 
seconds of Ffiday night's game. . buzzer s·o.u~d.ed the. two te~ms 
.'.'When. she ~id that, I just mbved to the center~of the court 
went for it." The loose ball was to shake harids and some of the 
scooped up by sophom?re cen-. 1,080.fans in attendance stormed 
. ter Jen· Phillips and thrown · the flo_or., . 
d()~n court to. a sprinting >For complete coverage, 
Levandusky, who. ducked one see pag~ 9 
Xavierstud,~:nts,.faculty. energized by .. pontiff 
' . . ' ' . . . . .··. ' \ . 
BY KATIE SUMMERS couldn't believe the. sheer number visitto the United States can be felt scheduled .to dfo last Wednesday, 
News Writer of people there,''. Monnig said.. all over the country, sentiments are the second day of the pope's two-
Xavier students w~re among the . "Ther.e were groups present that. had especially high in St. Louis, Rev: day visit to the state. . . 
thousands of Catholics who trav- · driven days to see the pope.''. · · Heil, an educator at• the Kenrick- "In reaching this decision, I took 
eled to St Louis last week for the . . _. A memberof the.Xavier faculty Glepnon Seminary in Missouri, re- into account the exti:aordinary cir-
. pope's.fifth visit to the United. also attended the event. Rev. Mat- membered hearing the pope's first cumstances of the pope's request. 
States. Juniors Kelly Williams and thew Gamber, S.J., assistant direc- papal mass in Rqme on Oct. 16, and the historical significance of 
Jennifer Monnig joined. young . ·· tor of media rdatio11s for Xavier, · 1978. the papal visit to St. Louis and the 
people from all over the country . · . represent~d Cincinnati's Channel "He really is a very inspirational state of Missouri,'' Carnahan, a 
for a ymith rally-in honor of the ; · Nine and Ghicago's' ~hann~I F.ive · man," saidHeil.' "Without a doubt Baptist, said in a statement. 
Holy Father. . . . .. . television. stations during .the pa- he has had a profound and dramatic , . "lcoritinue to support capitai · 
· , The rally,' whiCh included a.. • .. Pii:Lvisit. · effect on life here. The pope's en-. punishment, but :after carefulcon-
·march from the GatewayMemorial . · . "There vvere 3,000 acci:edita~~ · · couragement to t~e governor to ·: sideratio~ of his dir~t and.personal 
Arch to the Kiel Center, ended with . tions given to media during this commute Darrell Mease's execu~ appeal arid beca1,1se of a' deep and 
a papal prayer service for the esti~ · · · , ·· ·· · ·· · event,"Gainber said. "Consider- ticm has really caused many to re~ ·abiding resp~ct f!Jr th~ pontiff and 
. mated 22,000 participants: . ·Pope John Paul ~I in $t. ·Louis ing_that.only 500 were handed out '. . think their ideas on C!lpital punish- · all he :r~presents, I_ decided las~ 
. · "There were.thousands ofother Monnig, a Missouri native, was for Mark McGuire's homeruri, the ment." . · · . · · · · . ·· . 11ight tc>.grant his request.'' 
people at the rally,'' said Monnig; invited to make th'C journey to St: numb~r ·is pretty·•ast6unding.'; ·. . Last Thursday, Miss~uri Gov. · Many people who were unable 
·· "butlreaUyfeltasifheweretalk- Louis·oriTuesdaybytier-homepar- . Gambefvvasamongacrowdof Me!Carnahancommutedthedeath to.make the trip to St. Louis ac-
ing directly to me: Thf' Servic~ wa~ •. ish youth · oiganizaticni •. Once. at . over 100,000 present for the for- sente_nce of a convicted_ triple mur~. -cessed the pope's illessage via the 
really inspirational,, but laid-back. the rally,·groups from·all ove_r:the malchurchservicehetdbythepope .· derer tc:i life without parole, citing Internet; television or newspaper. 
He joked around with.us• ,He knew .. · United St~t~s"were treated toa day at the TWA Dome onWednesday.. _a personal plea by Pope John Paul The pope's speeches can be found 
who we were.'' · . · · · · Of prayer, Jliusic and festlvitjes. "I · Though the effects <>fthe pope's IL Mease had o.riginally been . at www:archstl.org/visit.html. 
. . . , 
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Men's basketball has a 
weekend of woe 
·.·PAGES 
DIVERSIONS: 
No 'End' in sight 
for historic cafe 
PAGE 12 
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J Wli!BI lil mi J i!US!· !:ll ll lt!! mtm: .. 
>-Sarah· Kelley, Editor 
>News Room: 745-3122 
>NEWS@xavier.xu.edu · · · ·· 
· Habitat ·night 
. . 
·Philosophy professor Paul 
Colella's "Mojo Boogie" and. 
junior Dan Root's "Ecleetic Tree" 
will raise the i:oof at the second 
. annual Habitat Blues Night. The 
concert is Saturday, Feb. 6 in the 
Armory, from7:3·o~ 11 p.m. 
There will also be a silent auc-
tion, refreshments'and a c;ash bar. 
Student tickets are $6 in advance, 
$7 atthe.door; ticket& for non-
students are $10 in advance, $11, 
at the door. To reserve tickets in 
advance, send name, number of 
tickets arid payment to Clare 
Blum at #8057. Make checks· 
payable to X:aviei flabitat for ·Hu-
manity. 
SGA.elections 
SGA Executive Election in- . 
formational meeting~ 'will.be · 
held for all those interested in 
running on the following ,d~tes: 
Moriday,Feb. 8, 11:30a.m:, Tues-
day, Feb. 9, 11:30 a.m., and 
Wednesday, Feb~ 10, 11 a~ili. and 
3 p.m. All meetings will be held. 
in the Terrace ~oom of the Uni-
versity' Center. Students plan-
ning on running must attend one 
of the scheduled meetings. For 
mo.re infonnation, ·call Steve 
Nogaat 985~8479. ' . . 
Film series · 
. . ' ' .. 
. The art gallery, Cincinnati•· 
Film Society and the· Ohio Art · 
Council present ''The Phantom · 
Lover in Film" in February; part 
two of a· progtarri of fotriguing · 
films which i-eveal aspects of hu-
man desire. Films will be intro" 
duced by Jerome Pryor, S.J., and 
are free and open to the public. 
They wilLbe show~ on Fridays 
at 7:30 p:m .. in Kelley 'Audito-
rium. •The films inclu(;l.e; "Laye 
· Letters,'' on Feb. 5, "The Thief of 
He~rts,"onFeb. 12:and "Obse·s-> 
sive Love,'' on Feb. 19. For m~re 
information cair the d~partrrient 
of artat 745-3811. 
Yearbook info.·· 
Pictures for th~ yearbook ~ill 
be taken on Feb. 18 and 19, from 
10 a.m. - Sp.m. in the Cafe lobby 
of the University Center, Any stu-. 
dent who did not have his or her 
picture taken earl_ier in the year · 
should plan to stop py. Aff-Card 
photos wm be, used for, !)tudents 
who do not. have pictlires'taken. 
-Students are also reminded to 
pick up 1998 yearbooks ·if they 
. have not ~lready done so. ".They 
·can be picked tip in Student Ser-
vices on the firstflooroftheUni>. 
verslty_ Center: . . 
. . 
XaVier calen~ar,. 
Please s~binit dates .for up~·· 
coming events forthis semeste~ · 
and next" year. to be included in 
the University m_aster calendar 
·and the Xavier Days. student 
planner. Submit dates via e-mail: 
at-events@xavier.xu.edt.L Call 
_745-3185 with questions. 
CAMPUS:> NEWS .. THE.XAVHRNEWSWIRE·-
NAACP chairman· to speak 
! • • • 
BY MICHELLE MANASSAH · This is th~ third and Jasf offi~ "J utiari Bond is. the chairman of boards'inciudi.ng M ..L-King, Jr., 
· .. News Writer · · dally sponsored event.of the EiR S the NAACP ands~ hehas a history Center .for J1fon~ Vi9l~.h~ Sodal 
Julian ~orid, chairman of the Lecture·Series for the a:cademfo ·· ofknowingaboutrac~relationsand . Change; theAmericariCiyil Liber-
National AssociatiOn for the Ad- year," which l:tas addr~sseci the is~ about campus po.litics,"' said ties Uriion.and:thelfumanRights 
vancement of .Colored ·People sues. of justiee and race; . McLoughlin .. ''He is rnore politi- · .. Deferise Fu.nd; Bonc:I is aiso a pro-
(NAACP); will speak this Sunday ..• Boi1d will draw upon his exten- cally iQclined thanhe is a prea'ch~r:';· ' fesso~ in th.e:hi#orfdepartment at 
in the University CenterTheatre on. sive backg~ound in the civii rights' At a speech given iit'Emory Urii: "-the University of Vfrginia. . . 
challenges still facing equality to- · movement versity last y~ar, Borid said, "When "I hope that the event will;be . 
. day. While in c~Ilege, he was one of I was the age cifmy stud~nts, Ilived . encouraging to both black and 
Bond, _head of the nati.on's old- the founders of the Committee of in Atlanta in a segregated world. ·,white faculty and students. I also, 
_est and largest civil rights organi~ Appeal for_HumanRiglits. Th.rough My stu_dents live ina very different hope that it encourages th~·m to . 
zation, will present the final speech this organization, he protested to. . world, It's not a perfect wcitld, by . bridge the gap betwee:n. both. black 
of the Ethics/Religion & Society _aid in the integration of movie the- . any.means; but it's a yery, very dif- and white Arnericanst said br. Wil-
Lectui:e Series.at 7:30 p.m .. · . . aters, lunch counters. and parks of ferent one. 'So there's undeniable .. liain Madges, directorofthe E/E. s 
'-The topfoofthe presentation is Atlanta.' · · · . progress;' it just. +iasn••t been . program: · ··••·· · . · . · .. , 
_"Ciyil Rights: Now & Then,The_n · :Bo.J:idalsohelpedf'orm the Stu- enough."· . . . . ·~we.have addressed· race·rela-
& Now.'' Bond ·will first give a re-. dent Nonviolent Coordinating Jn addition to iikwork iii the · tions in ihe E/R ~Lecture Series 
view of the civil right; movement Committee." . civil rights .movementt, Bond. has . . and shou.ld continue to addressJhe 
. from.the 1960s forward. He will Interim chairman of the E/R S served ii:itheGeorgiaHoiise.ofRep~ issue through further' events," 
. also speak from .his vantage point corim~ittee Dr. Dariiel Mcl.oughlin . resentatives arid the Gt<orgia ~en~ McLoughlin said .. "Any tiine stu-
. on the challenges stni facing equal< also feels that Bond's. historical · ate. . , dents can be Iearningaboutthe past' 
ity t_oday. · backgrqund is important. · He is also a inember of various,· - arid history is·a ·positiv~ thing." 
'.· . I : ,.· . 
BY JAMIE CURRAN day. Each show. is filmed with a. 
News Write.r . ·different host; or veejay. 
The popular genre of music vid~ . . The positfons are not paid, but 
eos is no longer limited to: power- participants. get to keep CDs and 
fui cable television networks. other promotional items. . 
Xavier students are making music . · ·"It's a good thing to get involved 
.·of their own and sending it out in if you're info electronic media· 
through campus television. or just" .Want some media experi- . 
Brand X Video is a student~run. ence,'' said Biielow. . .. · . · · 
television· sho~. that receive;' and · S~nior Sarah Schraeder, Execu: .. 
air~• selected inusic videos from · tive Prod~cer; who is an elec.tronic: 
.· mcire'1hanJOO record companies. ~ediarhajor,has fou~ditto be help~·· 
"It'sjustlikeMTV; only better," ful in her major. . . · ·. . 
said Greg Ganger, production ~an- .: "Initially/it'gave 'nie good!0eX7; 
' ager atXavie~ Yriiversity teiey.i§ion . ·perience withthe'technical aspects. 
. and faculfy adviser for Brand X. . i have aisb .been able.to direct and 
"Viewership is .even better than . organize' much .of the acti:vitfo~.'-' .. · 
we thought We're always surprised Schrae~er said ... "This ·would be .. 
to hear on" arid off- carripu,speople . helpful to students of allmajors.'' 
say they've-heard of and watched ·~'fhe average studerit.wouldn;t 
Brand X on cable,'~ Ganger said. be allowed. access . to. this. kind qf . 
- The show airs on campus cable, tele.vision equipment without be.: 
t!te Movie Ch~nnel and vari_()US ing an eiectroniC media" major,'' said 
public acces.s channels, depending Ganger. "But now, because it is af~ 
on )'Ourlocation. . . . filiatedwith SGA, all students have 
"We.'U show just about any- :- :the opportunity to cbme in and.' get·· 
thing; except country music,''. said . some-experience.'' . ' ·'' 
seniorJim Buelow, difector arid co-. ·. .Brand X:Vide() began "in 1990 
. produce{ of Brand X Video.' '~We : , with an idea from Gary Templeton. 
show videos as soon as .\ye getthein, . I'-Ie began the musfo show iri Day-
unlike MTV, who waits a .few tori. anci moved it .to Cincinnati, 
months." . - . hoping to-~generate interest and 
• - . • · .. ,_ ,1 • 
. . As a result; Brand XVideo occa- keep itfrom being cut., 
sfonally _iritroduces prominent· ·"Hopefully,stuµents of all ma7 
bands before MTV and other mu7 .. jots will want to: take part in Brand 
sic shows. X," said Schraedet;. "It is something · 
"One day .we: decided tci air this - that· students: could have a lot of 
· band called FastbalLMonths later, , fun with~''. .. 
they b~a~e huge and we were like . :· Anyorie interested in joinfog the . 
~hey, J ·remember· .them!''said ·· _.· Branq X ·sfaff can call Sarah ... 
Buelow; who has \\forked on the · Schraedei-"'at745cl94l. 
s°how for three and a halfye~rs. . .. · The program is in ,its tenth sea~ 
. TWo one-hour shows are filmed son. Since then, approximately 23_5·· 
in Brockman every. other Wednes~ : shows.haye bee~ compfoted; 
.. 
D'.Artagnan to retu_rn .· 
. - ' . . . .. • '': '., ' - . . .· . '. 
. . 
. . . XAVIER'S D'ARTAGNAN STATUE, 
~hich stood ~~ the academi~ ~dlr°prlor, . 
.•to it~ ~enovati.oll.~ i~ golng to be replaced 
. pya bigger and better rendition. 
_ Due to severe we~thering oyer,the years, 
·.•·· IYArtagnan became dahiaged and wa;; taken 
to i:he Rainbo _Building for storage in 1996. 
· Now that the Cintas Center is un-
. derway, the Uniyersitylscalli_ngfora 
_. qew· and improyed D~Artagnan 
statue. . · : . . · · 
They fil.e considering casting the 
ri.~ statue in bronze. and making it . 
·150-perceridargefr · ·· · . · ... 
-·• D'Artagnan wa.5 6riginallycast· 
.. from a smaller bronze version:.:___~ 
gift from Auch,_ ··France, - · 
D'.Artagnan's fictional birthplace 
_.:._which is kept on the seventh 
.· floor of Schott. ' · · . 
The· new and lajproved D' 
Artagnan statue· recently gained · 
· ··. finanCial backing:· Margo 
:M:oo~~~; th_e wf(e qf E>35 · 
graduate Roland Moores, com" 
.. missioned i:he new statue. . 
"I'm French, fothat's why· 
-I· gdt the idea to t~sto.re 
D'Artagn~t said Margo. 
D' .Artagnan ls ~~ed after Charl7s 
de Batz-¢astlemhore d',Artagnan, a. 
\French soldier under King fouis XIY. . 
H:i~ Ii-iemoir~ were· used to create 
.Alexandre Dumas' . . The Three . . · 
. M~kei~m .. · . . . . . . 
··· The ~e;statu~..yil!be,plac~4 
: in fron\: .. of.the Cinta~ Center 
'.~hen i~ opens in2000. . . ·. 
·· . : .· > : ;' ~arah Kelley, · · 
\ (;_had Engel/and 
~. ' . . 
Police. Notes.•·: F~i~~y,J,a~~·29~bebtte~h.12~ ;··. Sunday;Ja~~',3J~·4<a~m.~ ~ .:·:'. n· ,., ''i.'· N I 
""""' . I . ·. . . ' i lll!llllllil" '.~ ~ 'P.·~-·: ~ Caitjpus p9lice di~C()V~ ·c;ampu~ polic~ re&pcinded td'a:fight 1: : ' "~o ice. 0 e 
Thursday, Jan. ·2a, early ·. · ered thatthreetires·on ari XU shuttle· . i~. prbgr¢ss in the Xavief. Village . . • . · ··· .·.· · •, •, tlil' ·· . ·. k. 
morning-""". Campus police van:had beenslash~d. Nosuspec:ti? parking1ot:··o11~):ca,vierstµ<lentwas. ··-of tlJ'~':,1•IJ,~ .. 
round that s_ omeon_e ha_ d spr_ ay · .ti_aye __ ... _been identified:. · . . . . _tr_an_._sp_c>r_ t_.e9 :io·'._Ooo_ .ci ·.s.arii~rjt~_n ·5· ··t·· · d. · · ·J ·· n· · · 30 · · .. . _... .. " ., . ., ..... ~-- "\····:'.a~r .... _ay,_:· .. c;1.~' ..... i 
·· painted ~·uc number one" in the . · : ;.'. ' · i . . , Hospital ~hpfe hejv_as·tre11t1::&for .f:~2 a;m;'.;..;Astliderit fri~ 
· ·g~ass ·and on se\ieiai'trash cans : .~- ~~tllrday,. ,l~.~~ • 3cf -1.2 :,os, •. ?11M~ ~nJ~fi7:s.:i 'fhe. s~~.P-~~~-s:w·~re · . tentfo'na:ny pulled a rfre .. 
on the academic mall~ . No sus-: ·• 'a'.m~7: C~~pusyohce ;re~ponded· ~: _1~ent1f1_ed!a~.y<; stu~ent& w~o had. · : ./alafm·•on· the, firs(floor of , .· 
. pects have been identified ... · , W~~~~er~lc;tjfi;lpl~in·t~ 9fA I~u~ ~~d , at~e~d~d. ~ p."~f~Y;,\"J~~:~il~~~~ ~.~d. / · .: rifpbkfuari, 'Tiie tire.<lep:~rt7 ·. •. 
:d1sor?erly,_party 1.n..tpeXay1er•:V1I-_·.·: had _b~ena*ed·,toJea~~;:,qmcm~' :. meilffesporided and the 
Friday,·- Jan~ 29~ -10:20 :}~~~::_:P.~_~i~~\".e.fe,b,r,9:k~n:~.pin·t_wc) :~.li<tti P,olJ~eal~°.;ilif~y~dp~~~.~ ~cene. buil~ing was· .evacuated.: 
p.ni. - . A. femalp s_tud,~11t was ... '.!1P1lrtm~11ts.,' Appr()~}!Pa.,t~ly. 75 . . Th~:.mJured .. part~ .d1~.·npF.·w1~hto . "The matter is cutrentlyun~. 
dted foi pubiic indecency in. people·wa.S.disperse~:.c ..... •.. ·: · presscharges.\~'.;;:/.·· .. ·.der investigation.· · 
front of Brockman.· . '.:"_ ~-:~:'.·.:;:.:··. ·· :.c .;".,,.'\·;;,,,<'. 
·~, /:,.~'"·• '-.: · •• -1,w•'-'•l'·',~·~ .... •,'• '" 
. ~. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE CAMPUS NEWS 
College stud.ents reveal opinions 
BY CHRISTINE TATUM 
College Press Exchange 
CHICAGO - Freshmen. who 
entered college in 1998 are less 
likely to engage in casual sex and 
drinkbeer, but they are more likely 
to be politically apathetic and in-
terested primarily in material sue~ 
cess. 
Or so suggests a long-standing 
study of first-year college students 
conducted by researchers at the 
University of California at Los An-
geles. The study, considered the 
nation's most comprehensive as-
sessment of student attitudes and 
plans, surveyed more than 275,000 
enteriT1g freshmen at 469 two-and-
four-year schools nationwide. Its 
findings represent the views of 1.6 
million students who started school 
last fall.- · 
The study doesn't exactly paint 
a flattering picture of the graduat-
ing class. of 2002, but it does have 
its bright spots: beer drinking 
among members of this underage 
crowd has fallen to its lowest level 
in the survey's 33-year history, 
(Slightly more than half of students, 
51.6 percent, say they drink beer 
'frequently. or occasionally, com-
pared with 52.7 percent in 1997 and 
an all-time high of 75.2 percent in 
1981.) and more students are inte-
grating computer technology with 
their daily routines than ever. 
But apparently, first-year stu-
dents are so. disinterested in aca-
demics, government and social ac-
tivism that they're more likely to 
show up late to class (an all time 
high of 60.3 percent) than to keep 
up with political affairs (a record 
low of 25.9 percent) or participate 
in community service work while 
in college (18.9 percent). 
. Perhaps that explains the moti-
vation most students gave for even 
going to college at all: a whopping 
76.9 percent said they pursued 
higher education "to be able to get 
Gotcha. If you're reading this lit.de blockof 
text you must have free dme, Exercise it 
wisely by joining the siaff of the award" 
winningXaui" Nmmvir~. Call 745-3607 and 
apply today. 
.. Highlights 
>Premarital Sex . 
39.60/o think it is acceptable, 
as opposed to 
42.20/o in 1997 
51.90/o in 1987 
>Drinking 
51.60/o drink frequently, 
as opposed to · 
75.20/o in 1981, an all-time 
high .. 
>Abortion 
50.90/o are pro-choice, 
as· opposed to 
53.50/o in 1997 
64.90/o in 1990 · 
>-Political Views 
240/o are liberal 
190/o are conservative 
57% are "middle of the road" 
>Interest in Politi.cal Affairs 
25.90/o 
&!l ll : !I 
a better job" and "to be able to make 
more money" (74.6 percent) than 
"to gain a general education and 
appreciation of ideas" (62 percent). 
"Sounds pretty accurate to me," 
said 19~year-old Jennifer Jones, a 
self-described "goody-two-shoes" 
at Ihdiana University who said she 
studies hard for the As and Bs she 
makes.· "People want more things 
but are less willing to work for them 
because they just expect them ·to 
· happetj;And a lot of peopl~Iknow · 
are really good at faking it. If they 
do something, it's because it'll pay 
off for them somewhere else." 
When it comes to sex~ Mom and 
Dad might be. happy to know that 
fewer first~year students have:sex 
with people they have known only 
a .short time. An all-time low -
only 39.6 percent - agreed that 
it's OK for people who don't know 
each other very well to have sex, 
compared with 42.2 percent in 
1997 and 51.9 percent in 1987. 
"That stat reflects an attitude 
that I hope catches on in the world," 
said John Castiglione, a freshman 
at the College of William &. Mary. 
"Nothing good - (including) un-
wanted pregnancy, sexually trans-
rrii tted diseases and incredible 
amounts of stress both during and 
after the relationship - ever comes 
out of premarital sex." 
In a related question, freshman 
.support for legalized abortion de-
clined for the sixth straight year to 
a record low of 50:9 percent, com-
pared with 53.5 percent in 1997 and 
64.9 percent in 1990. 
"Abortion should only be legal 
in cases of incest, rape and to save 
a mother's life," said Deborah Jus-
tice, another first-year student at the 
College of William &. Mary. "Abor-
tion as a form of birth control is 
disgusting." 
Students' views about abortion 
and sex don't necessarily indicate 
that they're becoming more conser-
vative, researchers say. In fact, the 
proportion of freshmen who iden-
tified themselves as "conservative" 
or. "far right" dropped 20 percent 
to its lowest point in 11 years. At 
the same time, only 24 percent 
called themselves "liberal" or "far 
left," the smallest proportion.in 14 
years. Iristead, students were most 
likely to consider their political 
views "middle of the road" _:_ at a 
14-year high of 57 percent' 
. "Students are forming their 
opinions on a case-by-case basis," 
Castiglione said. "The less we fol-
low the prescribed ideology of po-
litical entities, and the.more we start 
following our own consciences, the 
better off we will be." 
·For the first time, the annual sur-
vey included questions about 
Internet and e-mail use. 
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Scholarship oners 
>Applications are now being 
accepted for the Benjamin 0. 
Urmston Family Peace Studies 
tuition remission scholarship of-
fered to Peace Studies minors, 
worth up to $4,000. Applications 
are available.and should be re-
turned to the Dorothy Day House 
by Feb. 1. 
>The Air & Waste Management 
Association is offering scholar-
ships to students who will be se-
niors in 1999-00 afld who are in-
terested in pursuing a career .in 
an environmental field. Appli-
cants must be enrolled full time 
and have a cumulative grade 
point average of 3:0. Applica-
tions are available in the Office 
of Financial Aid and are due Feb. 
26. 
>The.American Chemical Soci-
ety sponsors scholarship pro-
grams for students enrolled in 
four year bachelor degree pro-
grams who want to enter the field 
of chemistry. Applicants must 
have financial need, be U.S. citi-
zens, and must be African Ameri-
can, Hispanic or American In-
dian. Applications are available 
from the American Chemical So-
ciety Web Site at www.acs.org 
and are due Feb. 15. 
>American Mensa's annual 
scholarship essay contest is open 
to students who will be enrolled 
in college during the 1999-00 
academic year. Awards, which 
range from $200 to $1,000, will 
be awarded on the basis of es-
;-. isayS<of550 or fewer words which 
state the applicant's career, vo-
cational and academic goals. Ap-
plications are available in the 
Office of Financial Aid and are 
due Jan. 31. 
>The O'Connor scholarship is 
awarded to a full-time student 
currently in the junior class and 
is worth $5,000, which is applied 
to the winner's tuition during 
their senior year. It is awarded 
by the financial aid and scholar-
ship committee in recognition of 
outstanding academic achieve-
ment and contributions, both 
academic and extracurricular, to 
Xavier. Applications are avail-
able from department chairs in 
each major and are due Feb. 19. 
>Two Savage scholarships are 
available to students who are 
currently sophomores or juniors 
and are worth $3,000 each. Stu-
dents will be selected for display-
ing excellence in the humanities. 
Applications are due Feb. 19. For 
more information, consult the 
main bulletin board in the lobby 
of Alter HalL 
>The Greater Cincinnati Chap-
ter of the American Diabetes As-
sociation is offering scholarships 
to students who are residents of 
hamilton, Butler, Clermont or 
Warren counties who have been 
diagnosed with diabetes. Appli-
cants must have a cumulative 
grade point average .of 2.5. 
Aplications are available in the _ 
office of Financial aid and are 
due Apr. I. 
>The Government Finance Of-
ficers Association is offering 
scholarships to minority students 
who are studying public admin-
istration, accounting, finance, 
political science, economics or 
business. Applications are avail-
able in the ofice of Financial Aid 
· and are due Feb. 12. -• · 
>The Women's Overseas Ser-
vice League is offering scholar-
ships to students committed to 
public service. Applicants must 
have a grade point average of2.S. 
Awards will be based on experi-
ence and volunteer activities. 
Applications are due Mar. 1. 
WE'LL ERASE YOUR 
COLLEGE LOAN. 
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not 
in default, the Anny might pay it off. 
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up 
to $65,000. Payment is either Y3 of the 
debt or $1,500 for each year of service, 
whichever is greater. 
You'll also have training in a choice 
of skills.and enough self-assurance 
to.last you the rest of your life. 
Get all the details from your 
Army Recruiter • 
. (513) 731-440.0 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE: 
www.goarm}<com 
NEW'SW'i'RE 
Harder news. More issues. Better than ever. 
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"To enjoy it is just to sit and listen"-Dr. E. Paul Colella 
Prof ~s blues band to 'boogie' 
KELLY CICHY 
Feature Writer 
Somewhere between lecturing 
and directing both the Scholars and 
the Honors Bachelor's of Arts 
(HAB) programs, philosophy pro-
fessor Dr. E. Paul Colella finds time 
to maintain a love affair he began 
in high school - playing the blues 
guitar. 
In the middle of the 1960s, "If 
you were a teenage male, that was 
the important thing to do," Colella 
said. 
Now a member of the blues band 
Mojo Boogie, Colella will join his 
fellow musicians for a performance 
in the Armory on Saturday, Feb. 6. 
Mojo Boogie has been playing 
together for five years. "A mojo is 
basically a magic charm," said 
Colella. According to the folk tra-
dition surrounding blues music, a 
mojo is a magical preparation you 
get from a witch if you are trying to 
influence someone, usually to fall 
in Jove with you. 
It con~ists of a little bag with 
significant objects. The idea is that 
you either carry it with you or con-
ceal it where the person lives, and 
it will make them love you. Mojo 
Boogie is also the title of a song by 
Muddy Waters, an influential blues 
writer. 
The band consists of four mem-
. hers with professions varying fron;i 
sales representatives to a systems 
analyst to a college professor. The 
members include: Colella on gui-
tar, slide guitar and bass; Dave 
McDiarmid (husband of modern 
language professor Margaret 
McDiarmid) on guitar and har-
monica; Larry Dobbins on guitar 
and bass and drummer Steve 
Haworth. 
The band attempts to play one · 
gig a month, usually in a local bar. 
Although they focus primarily on 
bars, they have also performed at 
church festivals, private parties and 
company picnics. 
One of their most unique expe-
riences was playing at Four Seasons 
Indoor Golf, a virtual golf course 
that doubles as a bar. "You 're play-
ing blues, people are dancing and 
people are playing golf," Colella 
said. 
Their upcoming concert at 
Xavier will not be their first appear-
ance on campus. Aside from play~ 
ing for the Habitat for Humanity 
benefit last year, they were a part of 
Jammin' on the Mall, a concert held 
on the academic mall two years ago. 
The concert was held on a week-
day evening when classes.-were be-
ing held, and their barid was the 
last to perform. "We played the first 
song and evening classes were in 
session, and a professor came down · 
and said he couldn't teach with our 
music," Colella said. 
Mojo Boogie 's music is focused 
on the blues, and they play some 
original numbers. Still, most of their 
repertoire comes from major blues 
artists, including Muddy Waters 
and Otis Rush. 
Finding time to practice amidst 
their busy schedules presents a bit 
of a challenge, but they still man-
. . . ·. 
said Colella; While his classmates 
were more interested in the music 
of the day,' Colella delved into the 
music of an earlier generation - a 
generation that actually wrote many 
of the songs popular bands were 
playing. · 
Among song credits for various 
cover bands, Colella first spotted 
Robert Johnson's name and began 
a search to' find out more about him. 
Johnson's mysterious story un-
folded· and Colella found some of 
his recordings at the public libr~ry. 
After that, Colella was hooked on 
the blues. 
As it turned out, the traveling 
musician from Mississippi myste-
riously died in his early 20s. Many 
thought he was poisoned, but 
claims made about his life were 
even more mysterious. 
Rumors surfaced that he sold his 
soul to the devil in exchange for 
supernatural musical ability. The 
rumors are largely based on folk-
lore and a song Johnson wrote 
called <:;rossroads. The legend 
says, if you meet the devil at a cross-
roads at midnight, you can sell your 
soul for a supernatural gift. 
Johnson, who originally had 
difficulty playing, disappeared for 
a year and returned a master of the 
guitar. People accredited Johnson's 
newfound talent to a deal with the 
·devil. 
Ac'cording to Colella, rural 
Southern superstition combined 
with elements of African religion 
surface not only iri blues folklore, 
but also in blues music and lyrics. 
Understanding the folklore often 
helps people understand the mu-
sic, but it is not necessary, he said. 
"To enjoy it," Colella said, "is 
just to sit and listen." 
Every week, philosop.hy professor Dr. E. Paul Colella devotestime to his blues band Mojo Boogie. 
. The band has been playing together for five years and is performing in the Armory on Saturday, 
Feb. 6, from 7:30 p.m: to 11 p.m. 
"It (blues) tells a story about 
human experience or the human 
condition that touches on some-
thing universal," he said . 
As a graduate student in New 
York City he played some blues, 
jazz and folk. "The level of musi-
age to play together about once a 
week. "A lot of blues is improvisa-
get. to where he is today. cianship that I saw around me, some 
tional, so that helps," Colella said. '.'rt . /b.lue''" ) +e 115 Still, he warned against letting the 1 i l I J / 1-1 tt. 
Aside from. playing music, of those people, you wondered why 
Colella has a related hobby of col- they were not professional," Colella 
lecting instruments .. The guitar he said. · 
nature of the music fool you into 
believing that playing it is easy. He a story. about 
insists it is hard work. 
plays is about 25 years old, and his Today, his passion for the.blues 
amplifiers are about 10 years older. continues. Mojo Boogie plays pre-
All of these instruments were dominantly in the Cindnnati area, 
around when Colella was in hlgh butalso makes appearances in Day-
school and he dreamed about buy- trio. Cincinnati used to be the place 
ing them. for blues music, according to 
"For those not interested, all 
blues music sounds the same,'' said .• . human experience 
Colella. 
The blues, he explained, is like h h 
a sonnet in thatit has twelve bars, or t. e uman 
''There were things I could not Colella: . 
afford when I was 17, but I've got "When you think of Blues, you 
no more, no less, and the. chords 
must progress in the same format. 
"It's certainly not a profession. 
(for us). We play pretty regularly, 
but I think we've spent more than 
we've made," said Colella. 
Even when he takes students to 
study abroad in Rome, he takes a 
travel' guitar with him. 
"'fhere isn't a day that goes by . 
that I don't play my guitar," he said. 
Colella is entirely self taught and 
plays by ear .. Ins.tead ()fformal les-
sons, he learned by watching oth-
ers, listening. t(l records and then 
trying to copy .what he. h.eard. It 
took him about 30 years and thou- .· 
sands of devoted practice hours to 
condition that 
touches on 
them now,'' Colella said. think of Chicago, but Cincinnati is 
Despite advances in technology, where some very important blues 
he insisted the old equipment musicianscametorecord,''hesaid. 
''sounds better" and "has personal- Mojo Boogie will ·be perform-
. ity." For example, when they heat ing on Saturday in theArmory with 
up, the tubes on the amplifiers student band, Eclectic Tree: 
. glow. Tickets are $10 in advance or 
What he did have at 17 was the $11 at the doorfor general admis-
influence of rockers like Eric sion and $6 in advance or $7 at th.e 
·Clapton and Led Zeppelin~ When door for students. The show be-
Colella read interviews with these gins. at 7:30 p.m. and goes to) 1 
. ,famous. artists,. they described. the .· · p.m.- For tickets or more inforrria-
.. _.: ·-· Dr. E. Paul Colella · people who influenced their mu- tion contact Claire or Lisa at x5887. 
sic: They often mention~d great The proceeds will benefit Habitat 
.. Pro~esso. r .oif· ph. ilosopl. iy· and · · 
something 
universal " 
:1• blues musicians, which ti.irned him for Humanity. 
director of the University's on to the major blues artists as well. 
. Hq.~ors Programs . ' ·. ' ·~Most high school kids my age · 
were. listening to different music," 
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Pope makes U.S. appeal 
BY STEVE KLOEHN 
and JULIE DEARDORFF 
Knight~RidderNewspapers 
ST. LOUIS ~ Pope John Paul 
II bid farewell to America last 
Wednesday, making a special ap-
peal to lapsed Catholics to put aside 
their differences with the Church 
and rejoin the community of the 
faithful. 
There was warmth, and a hint of 
melancholy, in the reverent hush 
that fell over the enormous Trans 
World Dome as the pope said Mass 
for 7 4,000 people in the. football 
stadium-turned-basilica. Another 
30,000 or more took part.in an ad-
joining convention· center, while 
still more crowds gathered around 
giant television screens in a public 
plaza to watch the service. 
The pope, looking weary in the 
sixth and final day of his trip to 
Mexico and the United States, 
talked not only to the worshippers 
who had waited hours to hear him, 
but "especially to those who for one 
reason or another are separated 
from the practice of their faith." 
He acknowledged that many 
.fallen away Catholics face "ob-
stacles to Eucharistic participation" 
- an allusion to Catholics who 
have divorced and are no longer 
eligible to receive communion -
as well as those who have "memo-
ries to be healed." 
Though he. offered no compro-
mises in church teachings, his di-
rect appeal to former believers and 
recognition of their problems was 
; ,a, frank reminder of the greatest 
problem the church faces in the U.S. 
today. 
"Christ is seeking you out and 
inviting you back to the community 
of faith," said the pontiff. "Is this 




'~Today the conflict is between a culture that affirms, cherishes and cel-
ebrates the gift of life, and a culture that seeks to declare entire groups of 
human beings - the unborn, the terminally ill, the handicapped and oth-
ers considered 'unuseful' - to be outside the boundaries of legal protec-
tion," Pope John Paul II said. 
The pontiff noted that the infamous Dred Scott case, in which the U.S. 
Supreme· Court decided in 1857 that black slaves were not independent· 
persons but t.he property of their owners, was first heard in St. Louis. That 
too, he said, "declared an entire class of human beings - people of African 
descent - outside the boundaries of the national community and the 
Constitution's protection." 
The p~pe and U.S. bishops have protested legal abortion for more than 
a quarter. century,. most recently focusing .on Clinton's veto of a. ban on 
c~rtain late-term abortions. They have also spoken out about assisted sui-
cide, indirectly referring later in the day to Oregon's assisted-suicide law as 
· "terribly wrong." . 
The pope also spoke out against capital punishment, urging Catholics 
to be "unconditionally pro-life." · 
''.And so Amedca: If you want peace, work for justice. If you want jus-
tice, defend life. If you want life, embrace the truth, the trurh revealed by 
God," he said. 
not the moment for you to experi- so often before. The crowd cheered 
ence the joy of returning to the at length when the pope called on 
Father's house?" them to be "unconditionally pro-
About a mile away at the "papal life," and again when he spoke out 
plaza," a six-block area cordoned against capital punishment. 
off for those who could not get tick- "A sign of hope is the increas-
ets to papal events, Alison Eaton of ing recognition that the dignity of 
St. Louis watched the Mass on tele- human life must never be taken 
vision. A Catholic who doesn:t away, even in the case of someone 
regularly go to church, Eaton said who has done great evil," he said. 
the pope's visit got her thinking "I renew the appeal I made most 
about reviving her faith. recently at Christmas for a consen-
"Last night it was like a subtle sus to end the death penalty; which 
knocking," she said. "This (Mass) is both cruel and unnecessary." 
is like; bam!Open the door and go." And perhaps the most repeated 
Inside the Trans World Do.me,· ·line of the homily camea.s he called 
the surprising quiet that reigned for a renewed commitment to 
through the first portion of the I.it- Christian marriage and love of chil-
urgy was broken when the pontiff dren. "As the family goes, so goes 
returned to· the pointed moral cri- the nation," the pope declared, to a 
tiques he had delivered Tuesday and round of noisy applause. 
Rebuilding_ begins in Colombia 
BY ALEXANDER MARTINEZ 
AFP News Service 
ARMENIA, Colombia - Con-
struction crews knocked down dam-
aged buildings and cleared rubble 
in this quake-devastated city Mon-
day, as residents did their best to 
cope after Colombia's killer earth-
quake. 
At least 938 people died and 
more than 4,000 were injured when 
the earthquake, which registered 6.0 
on the Richter scale, rocked 
Colombia's coffee-growing Andes 
mountains Jan. 25. 
In Armenia, capital of Quindio, 
which took the brunt of the quake, 
the majority of the buildings in this . 
city of. 300,000 have either col-
lapsed or must be razed, city offi-
cials said, 
Teams of engineers and archi-
tects criss-crossed the city Mon9ay 
marking buildings with paint: red 
was for those which had to be razed; 
orange was for those that could be 
fixed and green was for sound 
buildings. 
Armenia Mayor Alvaro Pati.no is 
to issue a decree authorizing crews 
to demolish the damaged buildings. 
Governor Gomez said hospitals, 
schools and government buildings 
would be the first to be rebuilt. 
Demolition, rescue and recon-
struction work has been slowed by 
the danger of buildings collapsing 
in the dozens of aftershocks, includ-
ing one early Sunday that measured 
3.8 on the Richter scale. 
It will cost at least $350 million 
to rebuild the city, said Luis 
Villegas, head of the government-
appointed reconstruction team. 
"We 're moving forward, but we 
need help from the national and in-
ternational community," Villegas 
said, who had visited several areas 
affected by the earthquake. 
The government is hoping for 
$189 million from the World Bank. 
Researchers track AIDS virus 
BY JEREMY MANIER form of the virus, while the human 
and ABDON M. PALLASCH strains are deadly. 
Knight-RidderNewspapers In addition, the findings should 
CHICAGO - In a finding that help scientists understand how HIV 
helps resolve the longstanding mys~ developed and continues to mutate 
tery of how the virus that causes in infected people. Such knowl-
AIDS made .its way into humans, a edge is a necessary step toward the 
team of researchers announced on elusive goal of fashioning vaccines 
Sunday that the major strain of the for the ever-changing virus, experts 
virus almost certainly came from a said .. 
subspecies of African chimpanzees. Although many· scientists have 
The results, unveiled at the 6th suggested that the virus was passed 
Conference on Retroviruses and to humans from animals, until now 
Opportunistic Infections being held· ~ the~e was no convincing proof that 
at the Chicago Sheraton, may one chimpanzees were the source; ac-
day yield insight into why chimpan- cording to Dr. Beatrice Hahn, a re-
zees do not get ill from the simian searcher at the University of Ala-
bama at Birmingham who led the 
team. 
Northwestern's WoJinsky co-
authored an article in thejournal 
Science last year that used genetic 
clock techniques to conclude that 
HIV first entered the tiuinan popu-
lation sometime between 1927 and 
1942. It's possible that chimps 
passed on the virus during that win-
dow, though Wolinsky said the con-
nection cannot yet be proven. 
. Retroviruses are notoriously dif-
ficult to spread from one individual 
to another, casting some doubt upon 
the theory that humans got HIV by 
eating chimps. 
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SPRING .BREAK '99 • . PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA. 
ItS all good! 
~ 1 s1ons ~ .. ~ '· 111111'111@ ~· ha~~hltff 
And this Spring Break, 
its all here ... 
· Located next door to Spinnaker & La Vda, the Boardwalk )j 
Beach Re.son is Spring Bn:ak Headquarters for Panama City 
Beach, Florida. And a.s ho.st to srs Beach Club '99, you'll be Th 
immersed in the center of all the non stop patty aaion! n ;:.:!' _.J. • _ 11, 
So panywidi thousands, but sleep widi die ~t! IJUd.l UW aJK 
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free passes to 
SpinnalCer & LaVela 
Host to SP,orts Illustrated 
Beach CJub '99 
Take a Free· Test Drive 
and find out! 
Xavier University 
Saturday, February 6 
GRE • 9:00am DAT· 10:00am LSAT • 2:00pm 
MCAT • 9:00am GMAT - 2:00pm 
Call today to reserve your seat! 
~t:OJhlt  '• .... '·--'., ... 
1 ·BOO·KAP· TEST 
www.kaplan.com 













Call todayl Space is limited 
, 800648-4849 
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Women are good 
The final buzzer sounded and it was all over. The electricity and excitement 
throughout Schmidt Fieldhouse 
was at an unusually high level. 
The Xavier women's basket-
ball team had just beat unde-
feated and No. 11 ranked 
Virginia Tech 71-
against Duquesne came around, 
all those frantic and excited 
students who had rushed the 
floor just two days before were 
nowhere in sight. 
That brings us to ask where 
did everybody go? Xavier 
sacrificed football and has made 
numerous other 
67. 
As the students 
in attendance 
rushed the floor, 
the Lady Muske-
teers did not know 
what to do. The 
team does not 
normally like to 
celebrate in front of 
their opponents, 
but they had never 
had a win this big 
or a student section 
so frantic. 
The women 
are good, the 
tickets are .free 
and you don't 
have to catch 
a yellow, 
smelly bus to 
get to the 
strides in order to 
build a top-notch 
basketball program 
for the univeristy. 
Now, all the 
hard work and 
sacrifices are 
paying off with a 
great women's 
team, yet hardly 
any of you ~eem to 
care. 
As your peers, 
we at The News-
wire think it is time 
to show the women 
our support every 
game. 
With all the 
emotion, the 
women could only . 
game. 
do one thing - celebrate with 
their overly anxious fellow 
students. 
It was great moment that will 
not soon be forgotten by anyone 
that was there. 
The women are good, the 
tickets are free and you don't 
have to catch. a yellow, smelly 
b~s to get to the game. . :,· : ., · · 
So forget about homework 
and drinking, at least for a few 
The win moved the women to hours, and catch some of the 
16-3 on the ~eason, which is great basketball on campus. 
better than their XU male They'll save a seat for you. 
counterparts whose student 
section is regularly filled (not -MJ.M. 
that this is bad, of course). for The Newswire staff 
· Yet when Sunday's game 
>-Opinions Desk: 745-3122 >-E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu 
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Flag deserves more respect 
BY MARK MCDONALD 
Opinions & Editorials Editor 
Maybe I just had a Norman 
Rockwell childhood, but I seem to 
recall a time when summer brought 
crisply colored, modestly sized 
flags to dozens of front porches to 
celebrate the Fourth of July. 
In a time marked by greater dig-
nity and solemnity, the flag graced 
important state functions, town 
meetings and classrooms, 
Today; giant 
flags twist feebly 
above used car Jots 
and gas stations. 
Those richly hued, 
carefully embroi-
dered U.S. flags of 
the past , have 
spawned countless 
cheap nylon copies. 
· More and more 
places use jumbo 
sized flags to serve as 
a landmark or locator 
for their business. 
Sure, there's noth-
ing wrong with a giant 
flag, even if gale~force 
winds are required to 
move it, but what is 
siCkening is the treat-
ment our national flag 
receives. They're left 
up 24 hours a day, even 
in rain and snow. 
A drive around the 
Xavier area reveals tat-
tered and faded flags ev-
erywhere. A jumbo flag 
flies in tatters above a 
gas station on Edwards. 
A pale, frayed flag 
flutters above the police 
department on Victory 
Parkway. At a public in-
stallation, you'd think the 
flag would be treated 
more respectfully, but it is 
so faded the stars are vir-
tually invisible. 
But perhaps .the worst 
area offender is the shred-
ded (lag pictured here that 
limps in frorit of Victory Park Nurs-
ing Home. A corner· of the flag is 
wrapped around the flagpole to 
keep it attached. Look carefully 
and you'll notice that the tatters are 
the remains of two stripes. This flag 
has only 11 of the 13 stripes. 
A trip to Hyde Park Plaza reveals 
a half dozen U;S. flags in good 
shape. Whether businesses there 
observe proper flag protocol or sim-
ply replace worn flags frequently, I 
don't know. 
Affluence might make it easier 
to display a good~looking flag, but 
anyone who flies the flag has an ob-
ligation to care for it properly. You 
can'tjust leave it up until it weath-
ers into oblivion. 
According to the flag code es-
tablished by Congress in 1976, the 
flag should be displayed only' 
from sunrise to sunset. 
"However, when a patri-
otic effect is desired, 




I pledge Allegiance to the 
flag of the United States of 
America and to the Republic 
for which it stands, one Nation 
under God, indivisible,, with 
liberty and justice for all. 
if properly illuminated during the 
hours of darkness," according to the 
code. 
· In addition, the flag should not 
be displayed in inclement weather 
unless an all-weather flag is used. 
If you refuse to raise and lower 
the flag daily and in inclement 
weather, you ought to be prepared 
to replace the flag frequently. Why 
all this fuss over the flag? It is such 
an important symbol of our nation 
and history that. even in my most 
cynical mood it evokes patriotism. 
As Charles Evans Hughes says, 
"It speaks of equal rights, of the in-
spiration of free institutions exem-
plified and vindicated, ofliberty un-
der law intelligently conceived and 
impartially administrated. There is 
not a thread in it but scorns self-in-
dulgence, weakness and rapacity .. It 
is eloquent of our community in-
terests, outweighing all divergen-
cies of opinion, and of our common 
destiny." 
What message do tattered flags 
send to foreign visitors? A· 
stroll through littered 
American city streets 
·reveals dismal civic 














Some people are offended 
by the questionable placement.of 
the flag, but maybe these compa-
nies should be applauded for rec-
ognizing that the inspiring colors 
and pattern of our flag are rarely 
seen in the real world. Since a drive 
around the neighborhood reveals a 
dismal collection of flags, we 
should be thankful we can still find 
the flag somewhere. 
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, ~: .. ·,W~(l'S/~~'C·.wQuld you addto.Mourit ·Rushmore~ 
''Kenny, fr~m . 
South Park, 
~because he always . 
dies for a good 
cause." 
"Fr. Graham." "Ren, the voice 'of 
our generation:"·. 
"Bon~ Thugs N' 
Harmony." 
. "Eugene V. Debs." 
(Past socialist . 
"My mom." . · . "Greg Graffin." 
(Of American 
Lesion.) -.Sam Miller · 
JuniOr '-Josette Mitsch 
Junior ..... 










- . N A ·y I 0 N A L, f P E R S . P. E C T I V E ..... 
Man not mere fuachine 
. . . . :· . . . ' . - - - - . . . - . . . 
BY TOM LYNN, JR. . us how µtterly supeifluous our CMe "· sion m respect for Women, Too many . 
.. Guest Columnist for such people really is? Would' it.: purportedly "pro-life'' people are in 
. In the ·Jan. 20'Newswire, Justin notbesimplybetterforallinv'olved. · factpro~death. · · 
Klekota endeavored to justify abor- .. ·to terminate these unfortunate ac- . When the prornfe position is 
. tion oil the grounds that personhood . cidents before they b~come unnecc correctly. understood; it is not sim-
. is a category established on the e~sarily burdensome? Wc:>uld these · ply an opp6sition to licit abortion, 
grounds of consciousness .:....:_ an as- ·sorts. of people no~ be. better em- . but' rather a'way of approaching life 
pect of the human person. that ap- : ployed for pressing sc:ientific inves- ' an'd' society in a faun6re hblistic: 
parently does .not emerge in her de- . tigatfon and experiment?· fio~ that ·fashion. Individuals who are truly 
velopment until a relatively ad- matter, they may also be consid~. • life affifmfitg in. their beliefs and 
. \lanced stage. . :ered useful hosts for .the ttansplan- practices will not simply condemn 
This sort of claim is only tenable tation bf organs to "less defident" women who have had abortions as 
if one· is willing to. reduce the hu~ people for the '.ftirtherance of 'the ~orally Inferior beings. . . 
rrian person to mechanism, to con~ . race. Such women are too ofteri found 
ceive of one's self as simply an au- · . Ntiw ~h~r'e are: those who would· ·in coriditions.of palriful ioneliness 
tomaton bf remarkable complexity. say the use of such harsh invective ·and severe neglect ,by our society. 
Such staunch materialism is a . here is unjustified; that it belies, a · They are pitted against ofteri astro..: 
. view with whith. mosfpeople quite misunderstanding ofKlekota's po- . noinieaf forces· if they· bear their 
rightly are· thoroughly uncomfort- . sition. On the,contrary; Iha.ve i:m- · child to terrp.. ,As such,' while .the 
~hie.' But before explo'ring 'tit~ ques~ derstood his positibn only too' well. ·, actthey commit is a terrible wrong, 
tion of that materialism, le.t us ex- Its. consequences might be more ·it is a.wrong which demimds from 
amine Klekota's position on its own comfortably brushed underthe car- . us an attitudenot ofmoralizirig con-
terms. According to its dictates, pet, but they ultimately result in the demnation, lmtof rri.ercy and coin-
consdousness is the real standard of simple denial of personhobd across passion .. 
personhood, and itis upon the ac- the boa.rd. The. crime of this. society, this 
quisition'. of minimal. or .''rudimeri- This follows from· the ftinda~· "pro-choice" society, lies in that we 
tary" consciousness that one's sta- mental error at the root of his ar- allow for co.nditions so conducive 
tus as a person is secured. gument "--- the attempt to submit a to abortion to arjse in the first place, 
Klekota has identified: the time transcen.dent ·category, namely·, and then do virtually n0thing to 
of that acquisition as occurring be- personhood, to material determina- remedy them. Instea~. we merely 
tween 23 and 2.8 weeks into the . tion. As Klekota himself acknowl..: legalize abortion so that the 25 mil- · 
pregnancy; and he .maintains that .. edges, the definition of personhood · · lion annual reminders ofourneglect 
somehow the mother's personhood is something profoundly .elusive. that would.otherwise be born into 
. should be more vaunted. than the i>ersonhood is not a flinction of any the world m~y be conveniently 
infant's. single attribute, but a function of . wiped from our sight, and the out-
At this junction, it seems all the attributes of an individual. rageous treatment of.women may 
Klekota's criterion breaks down in What is distinctively personal is .continue more odess unhindered. 
its ability to identify what is inost what is diStinctly individual. They have their "rights;" after all.· 
distir:ictively valuable or distinguish- What is more, th.is quality of. · . In actuality,; it is the pro-choice 
. ing of the human being, for the level personhood is not simply a sum or position that holds women in a con-
of consciousness to· which· he is re- ari aggregate phenomenon. Rather, di ti on of deep disrespect, implicitly 
ferring is attained, not merely. by ittbuches upon something more pro-. excusing society, farriilies and. iri~ 
humans, but by the majority of com'- foundJhan any calculable or qtiari- dividuals from .lending the neces~ 
parably evolved organism&: dogs, titative measurement PersonhbOd sary and. well-qeserved love and 
cats, pigs and chimpanzees. . deriv~s from the transce~dent; the · support to those entrusted with the 
Indeed the "consciousness" of a divine,· As s'uch, · nci physiological . noble, tesponsibility of giving life · 





L E T .T E R S T 0 T H E .E D I T. 0 R -
/Tri~l ls about justice. 
While I applaud Gia Hayes for in light of the actions ofother pub- · her promotion of a "heaUhy lie figures. The fact is, those other 
dose of skepticism" regarding pqli- public figures· are not the president 
tician·s and what they say, I must of our natibn and the. leader of the · 
contest her depiction of the im- . free world, and are therefore not 
peachment process as a "travesty." held to the same standards. 
qan. 27, "Impeachment trial a During Clinton's presidency" 
'travesty'") . . parents have·been forced to censor 
·I disagree that the only thing this . which parts of the evening news 
"entire mess" is about is sex; The their qhildren viewed,' so. they 
trial has· been about ·perjury and . would not have to define "oral' sex" 
obstruction 0f justice., When or"blowjcib"totheirpreschoolers. 
Cli~ton lied about his relationship· ... ·· How exactly· is Clinton cheating 
with Monica Lewinsky; I was not · on his' wife on multiple occasions 
deceiyed, or even upset people had and then ·tying about it to the pub-
been ·duped.intobelieving.he was lie ariy inore forgivable than Henry 
faithful to his wife. ·· Hyde cheating on his wife when he . 
Nonetheless, my stomach : was 41? I'm not interested in how 
churnea to think that the. president many politicians have' cheated or . 
of the United States was caught in . are cheating on. their spouses'; per-
a boldface lie tb his family and the juring one's selfor "asking" others 
American people; · • · · · · to perjure themselves is inexcusabfo 
Hayes cites several politicians ,and reprehensible. 
who have· come forward or been. Justice is due for all people,not 
forced to come forward about their merely those with a reputation to 
extramarital affairs Ot white SU- ' salvage and protect, and the money 
premacist ties, saying moral integrity or power behind it. . . 
is a problem acrpss the board in Con- I agree that the political process ' 
gress. Moral integrity, however, .is a arid the media should not delve into 
. problem throughout mankind. the privat~ lives of public officials. 
Therefore, ''declaring legislators However,. in understanding the In-
like these fit to pass judgment on trusive nature bf politics, one would . 
the president" is very siinilar to ·e~pect prominent officials or can-
. "culling a jury pooi" for· any other di dates to strive either for greater 
civil or criminal ti"iaL The only dif- privacy or the backbone fa imme-
ferehce is that these are educated diately admit .one's errors when 
leaders and officials elected and caught red-handed; 
entrusted by the people to handle And if it takes an impeachment 
circumstances - even. ones like frial of the president of the United 
these - while the latter group is States to show· the people who 
merely sumrnoned by the ·courts on elected'hiin that lying is deplorable 
a semi-randqm basis.· and punishable, then so be it. 
: Hayes claims.'the "triviality of .. · ·· ~Kai-cl Benken 
thech~ges" disturbs her, especially Senior 
An emotional issue 
~ ,. •, · ... 
. a two to three-year-old child. Thus; . · However,j{such an analogue. must ·· pro: life p~sition c;:ontrarily caits for 
if we foll_ow Klekota'.s argument be found, then we can orily tum to . is exattly the generous giving of I would like tocornmenton the two first half of the article. 
strenuously, no one becomes a per- the genetic code of the ind~vidual, ~ love,. support and respecLto both . opinion pieces on abortion writ- Hdwever, the. statement. he 
son ·until years past:the point of code positively in~ct atthe point of child and mother. Mo~eover~ the ten by Klekota arid McDrinald. quote!?. from Stuart Derbyshire is 
birth, and there are many, such as conception. Klekota's article argu~ pro-life positiori'recognizes the pro- . ·First, Ith ink both pieces are good quite misleading: "He iugueS.there 
the mentat'ly retarded ~nd people ments ~ep~ndsupon a deni.al ofthat found intertonneetedness ofali life, representati<ms of both sides c:if the, . is no evidence of consciousness 
with severe psychological difficul- transcendent, divine, and most ulti..: of all individuals; .realizing iri-that issue. However, I have two criti- .. · untll one year after birth." Follow-
tie~. who p'erhaps may never attain inately'fµlfilling aspectoft1fo'human acknowlectgen:iennhat .with the. act -cisms for the pro-c;:hoic~ I)iece, The, ing the argument of thearticle, this 
Klekota's definition o(pers~mhobd. identity, and; as we have seeri; the of abortion the v(ctiin .is not.only. tone Of the piece is coldly logical, statement nearly sounds like an en-
, Also, the potentialto lose that "'ramifications of that denial are'atro- the child, but also the mother who .and I place rriy emphasis on cold, . dqrsement for true infanticide, 
personhooµ is apparent in Kl~.kota 's ·. cious. and horrifically evil. . Ios~s in th.a(tfagedy . a· p~rt of her Abortion is not merely-an argu- which I am sure Klekota is not en..: 
position, inviting disiri\lestiture of .Sorhefindthe pro~lifearguni:ent · ver)',self. 'The gauntlet that' a true ment cifw.hich ,vjewpoin(is :more· dorsing. 
those with Alzheimer's .diSelis~ or . jarringly impractical and everi icy affirmation of life thnists Clown be- logical; it is a very erri.oti\'.>'narissue I think some clarification as to 
senility of'anyrespect as.'persoi;is~; toWard"woritenWho have abortions, fore us. ls indeed vveighty. Y~t by and cannot be· reduced.to ~ logic why he put this ~tatement in his ar-
But perhaps Iilm:being foo harsh Bufpractfoality.cannot be equ'ated the same token, in willingly ad vane- reason argu'ment. Secondiy, ithink' ticle is high Iy: needed. After 
in criticizing Klekota here. Perhaps. with what' is'right-Ind~ed, the Naz~. · ing the .challenges whiCh .it does, it one of.Klekota 's pieces of eviden~e . Derbyshir~'s statement, his argu-
he i,s actually doing us' a.:.favor in regime \\;as fanatical in itS pradical- . speaks to the nobiiity and. dignity in support of abortion is terribly ment just falls apart; . . 
pr~senting th~s '.'reality'' forour con~ : ity, but it was not right. Nqr·does of the human ~pirit in a· way·inspir-. flawed .. I think many of his argu- -Bernadette Mcintosh 
.;sideration; In~eed,hashenotshown .theprcrlifemovementlackco01pas~ ing to the.soul. ments are good, espedally in the Senior 
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>Matt Barber, Editor 
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878 
Seniors soar while. teau1 .falls 
. >-SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu Toughest weekend ·ever, hostile· environments get best of Musk;et~ers 
. · . BY MATT MADGES . · , , . . . · . . . · . · ca.~~ out ready to play and got off ~~.:rnm: :mmrnm1::mm ! ; ~ ! 
Inc()ming frosh· for· .. · 
women's· basketball 
. · Assistant Sports Editor . . · ' to a quick start.. In the first half; 
. The.frustration, anger and fa- . . );>osey had 2l poi!JtS On 7.-of-'ll 
tigue could be ol;iserved on Coach :));hO()tirig froni the fittldand·'was7-
While the Xavier women's bas- Skip Prossef'.s face as he left the· , of~7from the foul line.' . • ·1 : 
ketball team is playfog quite well .. locker room at Dayton on Saturday, :••i wasjust'Playiflg liard and my . 
so far this _s~ason (their start is the . The Musketeers had just Jost their team was doing 'ii good' job,';· s(!id 
best ever in school history), their se~olid. road game in .Jess than 40 Posey. · • ' . · · · 
ranks will be joined by- four new · hours. · Posey scored 11 more points in 
freshmen next season. Before the week even began, the second half for a career-high.of 
Kristen Lowry, a 6'2': center Prosser knew of the challenge that 32 points. Before Saturday's game, 
. from Logansport High School in fay ahead. ''.I don't think there is Posey's career high had· been 25. 
In,diana;·Amy Waugh, a 5'6" guard any questio~. I 'can't remember a points, which came against 
from Homestead High School in tougher one,". said Prosser, when D.uquesne on Jan. 27, .1998. 
Indiana; Stephanie. King, a 6_~4" asked ifthe upcoming weekend was 
center from North Hardin High · going to be Xavi~r~s toughe~t ever. 
Sc ho.al· in Kentucky; and Reetta · The team faced two'road games 
Piipari, an exchange student from in ar.enas. where XU· w·as a· com- · 
Finland who is·attending Lehman bined 6-25 overall in its history. 
High School in Ohio, will all join . Add tothis the fact that the Muse 
the Musketeer squad for the 1999- keteers were playing.in front of two 
2000 season. · of the most hostile and abusive 
Lowery averaged 19 points and crowds in the count~y and that both 
10 rebounds per game as a junior. ·games were.also being televised on. 
She was her team's MVP, a Hoo- ESPN as part-. of ''Rivalry Week"· 
sier Basketball Magazine All-State and the Ghallenge seemed almost in-
selection and the 1998 Loganland surmountable. 
Player.of the.Year. If any team had the capability of 
· Waugh averaged 16.1 points and overcoming . such giant· obstacles, 
~.2 assists per game as a junior. Her · howev~r, it would have been-this· 
57 three-pointers landed her on the year's team. XU entered theweek-
. Northeast Hoosier Conference first end on a lO~game-winning· streak 
team, ~nd she was an All-State hon- and.was off to its best~ever start in 
arable mention. . . the Atlantic lO .. 
·King averaged 16.6poillts and In addition to this, the team had 
8'.2 iebounds pe~ game asa jun.ior. three seniors who had experienced · 
She was ·an All-District and All- games as "Qig as these and who knew ' 
. Region selection as well as receiv- what to expect from the opponents, 
ing an Ail~State honorable mention. ~the c.rowds and ·the pressures. 
Piipari helpedJeadMinster Higb ·- · X11vier's · senior triO'· ... came 
School in Ohio to the state champi- through over the two-game stretch, 
<:mship last season and must sit this but the team ~till came up short in 
year's campaign o.ut due ;to a trans~ its hardest weekend e"'.ei'. , 
fer rule as she now attends.Lehman · "It was· tough for us, but _that is 
High. ' the type of schedul~ ~hat we want" 
Piipari played against the Mus- to play," said senior Gary Lumpkin. 
keteers in an exhibition game as a "That's what we look forward to." 
member of the Finnish Nation~! Ify~u missed all ofthe excite~ 
Team earlier this season. She will ment, jeers and cheers ofthe big 
join sophomore Taru Tuukkanen weekend, then here is a short syn~ 
and freshman Elina Paso la, also apsis of all that took place: 
from Finland, on Xavier'steam next" 
season. 
. "These four players fit the mold 
of our style and phtlsophy .. They 
. all come from very good high 
school programs and could ·make an 
immediate impact," said head coach 
Melanie Balcomb. 
.. 
LUMPKIN LEADS MUSKIES 
In Thursd~y 's 87-77 loss to Cin-
cinnati, Lumpkin had his.bestper-
formance of the season. 
BROliVf{NOW IN NINTH 
. Brown rem~iped hot for Xavier · 
scoring 25 poirits versus Dayton. 
With .this performance;_Brown has 
riow scored 1,600 points over his 
four-year career.' and., moved in.to 
nfoth place on Xavier's all-time. 
leading scoring list. Bro~n is. 36 
.. points shy of J!ioving ·into. eighth 
place on th~list. 
. . 
PROBLEMS IN DAYTON 
Wfrh t_he Io~s on Saturday, 
Xavi.er's struggles at UD Arena · .. 
·continue on.. The. Musketeers are 
now 5~23 versus Dayton at UD 
Arena. Xavier has lost .all four 
, ' . . . - . . . • . ' . . NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BILL TERRY . games· at Dayton since joining the 
Freshman Lloyd Price scored· eight points and .grabbed seven I Atlantic lo" Conference and renew-
rebounds in his first Crossto\/Vri Shootout. · · · illg. the home-and~home schedule 
in the hostile Shoemaker Center .en~ system," said Lumpkin On J>rice 's . .with. the Flyers. The last Muske-
vi~onment. ~'Actually, if you .are a coi:ttribuiiori., "He is .Iea.,rning what teer viCtory at Dayton came in the 
competitor, you liketJ:ie hostile en~ his role is and th£you have to come · 1993-.94 season; 88-62 . 
· viron01ent,'' said Lumpkin. · . in and play hard." "I .used to like this arena," said 
.. BRO\ft)~ REMAINS: HOT 
. Senior Lenny 'Brown has.been 
the Musketeers' Iead~r both in per-
forma!lce and emotionally o.ver the 
team's 10~game winning streak. 
His outstanding play continued in 
Thursday's loss to UC. Brown had 
21 points on.the-night including a 
5-of-9 shooting performance from 
three-point Ia~d. "For (Brown) to 
play that well with them being_ so · 
attentive to him is a real tribute to 
the kifu;I of player that he is," said 
Prosser. 
PRICE.RIGHT IN StiOOTOUT 
Freshma~ Lloyd Price didn't let 
the pressl!re, intensity and hype of 
his first Crosstown· Shootout.have 
too much of an effect as. he had. a 
solid performance off the bench for 
TAl;KING SMACK 
The Cincinnati fans.arid players 
had their mouths working on Thurs-
day and the· two Musketeers that · 
received most of the .biased criti-
cism were Brown and Lumpkin. 
. The two, in a sense, !~showed the 
crowd up" with their performances 
,even though Xavier was not able to 
come away with.the victory. 
. "It's a matter of being 111entally 
tough,'' said Lumpkin. . "The fact 
that I hear a comment that my part.: 
ner and I are two of the most over-
rated guards in the. country -
there'sjust things that people say 
sometimes _that make you want to 
.get ready and play harder; Other 
.. · than that, it's]ust a matter ,of step-. 
. ping up and being'· a big-tiipe_ 
pfayer." · · 
Prosser. "Iain not liking it as much 
as I used to." · 
MA~K IT.DOWN. 
With the 91:86 loss .to Dayton 
on Saturday, Xavi.er dropped.to 15-
6 overall and 7-1 in the Atlantic 10. 
The loss was the second straight for 
· the Musketeer.s, who lost to Cincin.: 
.· 1111ti on Thursday in the Crosstown 
Shootout. · 
There was much frustration· af-
. ter the Dayton , game. because the 
team knew thaf they let one slip 
. away. "More guys have to play 
.. better and Tbelieve that they will," 
said Prosser. "We' II be back. Mark 
it down, we'll be back." 
· UP.NEXT 
Polls, rankings, etc~ 
Both Xavier basketball . teams 
are just outside of the Top ·25 and 
receiving votes in both polls, as well 
as enjoying solid RPI ratings. · 
Lumpkin has had an up-and-
down season this year and at times • 
has had Musketeer fans calling for 
both his head and his starting spot. 
Prosser remained_ loyal to his senior 
leader, however; and the.move paid 
off against UC. 
· Lumpkin recorded a season-
high 25 I?oints on7~of-12 shooting 
· the M.usketeers. Price.scored eight 
points, but,. more importantly, 
grabbed seven rebounds. ' 
:· POSEY IMPRESSIVE AGAIN 
In Xavier's 91-86 loss at Day~ 
ton.on Saturday, senior James Posey 
· . Xavier will look to regroupJrom 
the tough past week as they travel 
.to Philadelphia for road games at 
· St. Joseph's on'Thursday and La 
Salle on Saturday. Both games can 
· .. he seen on.Fox Sports Ohio. 
The ESPN/USA Today Coaches' 
Poll gave the men's team 24 points, 
good for 30th place; !ind the 
women~s team 12 points, good for 
32nd place. 
The Associated Press J;>oll tias 
the'nien 33r.d with_32 p()ints·and the 
women tied for 34th place with nine 
points. . 
The Ratings Percentage Index is · 
kept secretly by the NCAA to help 
with tournament seedings. The RPI 
polls that are released are only ap-
proximations Qf the actual poll. 
. The simulated RPI poll appear-
ing in y~sterday's Enquirer had the 
Musketeer women ranked 31st. 
The RPI poll published by ESPN 
has the Xavier men rarl~ed 52nd. , 
"I think. that he is learning· the 
011a1·· 
! !.1!;31 : 
Thursday, Feb. 4 
•Men's basketbail at ·st. 
Joseph's 7 p.m. 
, Friday, Feb. s 
•Women's basketball at 
Virginia Tech at 7 p~m. 
Saturday, Feb. 6 . 
· ~Men's bask~tball af La Salle . 
· at4p.m. . · · · 
• •Rifle vs. Ohio-S~ate at 
· .noon~· 
Sun.day, 'Feb. 7. · 
·•Women's basketbalrat. 
Georg~ Washington at .2 P·rn·· 
Tuesday, Feb. 9 . ·. · 
~Men's basketbali vs · · 
Du·q!-lesne at .7 p.m. 
Home ga'11~s are f ri bold 
•Home men's bask~tball · 
games are held at the 
.. Cine;innati Gardens. · 
" 
· •Home rifle matches are held . 
· .. · .in_t~eArmory._ , .. 
,,, ':: 
MEN'S BASKETBALL ' . 
. VS. QUQUESNE 
7 p.m. Tuesday at the 
Cincinnati Gardens 
· ·. RIFLE· VS. OHIQ STATE 
•.' 
At noon on Saturday 
in the Armory.· 
With th~ ':loss S~turday at Xa~ier;s rifle te~m will 
Dayton, Xavier fell into a tie with _ho~t the '.'I~ 71 Shootout';. early 
George Waspington fo.r, fir~t Saturday morning. So head 
place in theA-10 West> With the on over to the .Armory _and 
. _close ra.ce in tqe We.,s(every watch all,t~e excitement.· By 
·. game is important-from,h~re on . the way, if you cati::h. a. stray 
out · for the Mu.s~eteers. bullet while ta:king,in·the ac-~ 
Tonight's gaipe ~s cin~t~at the· · tion; the team:assures us that 
men should wi_n.: It;is al~o one · y~u ·will be abl<? to keeptt a~ 
. tha.t t~ey must win .. ·. . . ~qouve~ier. . . 
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Xavier b·rings Virginia Tech down to Earth 
Musketeers shockNo .. 11 HOkies, end their undefeated season 
·Continued from page 1 
The v.ictory g·ave Xavier the first 
• ofits two wins on the weekend a~d 
. endf!d::t~bh's nation ~m:l conference 
. leading i 8~game whining -streak. · 
. 'The Musketeers are now 17-3 ov·er-
_ all (8-2 in the Atlantic 10) .. VT is 
- ; 19-i' (9-1).: 
So many players played crucial 
·•roles for Xu.that the win'could only 
. be des~ribe~. as team_ effort 
TryiI1g ~ocounter the athl.eticism 
Invitation Tournament.. 
This .year, Tech \vas ~njoyfog a 
high national rank and was the last 
uhde_feat~d Divis.ion I team in 
women's basketbail, not to rpenti9n 
they were·atso leading:Xavier in.the 
A-10\VestD_ivision ~y two gallles. 
Tech has sincefa!Jen to 14th in the. 
polls, leads XU by a slim one-game 
margirfltnd has left the ranks of the 
unbeaten empty.·. . · 
Virginia Tech. won th.~ open_ing 
. Xavier did not score again for 4:40 
while Jech_put 13 more goints on 
.·the: boa~d .. Junior forward, Kim 
. Hot?: 's layup :wit.h 1:10 -remaining 
ended the scoring drought forXU, 
and, after a VT layup, Levani:fusky's 
. first three-pointer of the game 
closed the first half scoring. 
. At halftime, there wa~ no panic 
in. the Musketeers,· although there 
Was certainly cause for. it They 
were not gettingit done on defense 
~~=~"E'I or on the boards, 
~~·~;;i;,~;~it~~~tl~?~' •.•· 
,.ft ~~NE64 
... JNJS'(24): ~ · 
>:r· ·~,,· ,..:· .. :l _ 
of the Hokie.s, 
Xavier head coach 
·Melanie BalcomQ·· 
was a bit more lib-
eral than usual with 
·her· substitutions. 
The. strategy paid 
off as the Mu.ske-
teers were able to 
overcome a 10-
point halftime defic 
Cit en route to the 
four-point win; 
and . Virginia · ingJayup by senior point .guard_ 
Tech had 19 re- Nikki Kremer put the Musketeers 
bound_s ·. to backon top, 57-56. l'ech never re-
the upset and Schmidt Fieldhouse 
erupted. ·1 . • · 
The Mus!Ceteer scoring attack 
was led by Hotz's 18 points and 
Levandusky's-14 .. Tuukkanen and 
Kremer each added nine points as 
well. Tuukkaneit grabbed seven re-
bounds and Phillips had five more 
for Xavier, buHt was Hotz, who 
scored inside points at ·key times 
Xavier's 11 after . gainedthe lead. . .. 
the first 20 min- The Hokies' next trip down.court 
.utes of play ... · e!'lded.when. sophomore forward 
Th~ secon~ raru ruukkanen t9ok a charge from 
half started with Wetzel, and all the momentum was 
.. a basket by ~nthesideofXavier. 
Hotz, but 'the · · XU stretched the lead to four, f:>ut 
· Hokie lead was then Tech countered. with a three-
at 12 with 17:48 . -pointer to cu( it to one. XU then 
· Xavier's· de-. 
fense · improved 
through the second 
half while Tech be-
• to · go in the .. worked their to rebuild the lead to 
·game. . Then eight with 1 :30 leftto go andthough 
.XU's d.efense . itlooked like they had the game in 
. and played extremely well on the .. 
defensive. side of the ball, who was 
the star of the game . 
Virginia Tech coach •Bonnie 
Hendrickson called the Xavier tnin-
·kicked in and its hand, the Hokies were not quite sition game "explosive." "Our de-· 
gan to tire.. Th_e. offense came to dead. fense was not as effective in the sec-
improved def<:'n- life. A despen1tion three-pointerfell . ond.half;" she added. . 
sive pressure by XU slowly through for Tech, followed by XU ''Theyweren't ready forus in the . 
XU led to more chipped away at missingtwofree~throws. VT guard second hale' said Ba!Comb of 
Musketeer offense, the Tech lead, Lisa -:Witherspoon scored her only Tech 's play over the last 20 min-
which. outscored thanks in part to points of the evening with another utes of the game.· '.'We played a lot 
VT· 45:..31 in the -a pair of. threes three-pointer the next time VT came harder and looser in the second 
half. -hy Levandusky. - down court - · half." 
The two teams A layup by se- The score ·stood 69-67 in . Balcomb also pointed to the 
had their ~istory nior forward · Xavier's favor with less t.han 40sec- · depth of the Musketeer bench as a 
coming into the .. fonelle.Riley, . ortdsto go. Xavier brought the ball inajor facJor -in the win. Griggs 
game.Lastseason, - . · , .. · · ·. -.. · NEWSWIREPHoroevnoNRALEICiH.whohadl3min- .dowricourtandworkedtheclock -played20minutesiRiley,J7;. 
X · · b th SemorforwardJonelleRiley.hasbeen~-~pa~koffofthebench.for utes -o.ff the for a shot. Kremer drove the sophom .. ore·gu.···ard .. JenParr,fiv~·.·and · av1er won o . h" . · Sh I d k · · · h l h 
times the teams· Xavier t IS season. e Paye ey mlf1Utes m t e ec game. bertch in the sec- bas·eline anc(.put ·up a running seniotforward Susanna Stromberg, 
met, and following Friday's game, tip and, one touch-pass later, led the . ond half, cut the deficit to three with jumper, but it cl~nged off the. rim· . four ali off the bench for XU .. "We 
has won the last six contests, out of · game 2-0,' after just three seconds . just under nine minutes to go. An·~ · · and into the hands of Hotz, wJto was got more than we usually get from 
seven tqtal, played in the series. It of play. The Hokies were winning other basket by Phillips I :30 later called fo~ going over the back of a our bench," said Balcomb. · 
was theHokies, however, who won 8-4 when Xavier put together a 7-2 mad5! it a one-point ball game, 50- Virginia Tech player. . .. "It's nice, because it shows 
thecqnferencetournamentandre~ .run cappedby freshman guard 49. . This-gave theHokies one last where our program has gone," 
. ceived an automatic bid· to th'e Katie Griggs's three p9inter to take VT and XU traded baskets . chance to keep their record perfect Balcomb said ofthe victory. "But 
NCAA Tournament, where they ad- its first lead of'thegame, I i-10 with again; and with 5:39 left inregula- . with 13.2 seconds left in the game. we still have a lot of work to do." 
· vanced to the second round last 12:57 remaiiting in the first half. tion, a layup by Hotz gave Xavier a Wetzelbtoughtthe ball down court . · When asked how long they 
· year. · The Musketeers were rel- With just under six minutes to 53-52 lead, its first of the half. Bas:- against Levandusky. Orie steal and could enjoy the win, Kremer an- · 
" egated to the Women's. National play, the game was knotted at 21. kets were again traded, ~uta driv- one layup later, XU had pµlled off swered, "TOnight." . 
·.Xavier cruises through Duquesne, rest. of cOnf eFence 
. . . . . . ,. . 
The.gam.e against Virginia Tech · moved the sc~re ~to .40-34 in. the BY MATT BARBER · ----=~=.::-=.....=.::.:::..::::=~-- · · this past Friday was a thriller, com-· . Musket.eers' favor at the half. 
· Sports Editor ' 
Recently, junior forward Kim ing down to the final s·econds. The Xavier led for the entire second 
Hotz had to move from her power ·Duquesne game on half, letting Duquesne creep within 
forward position to small forward s'i.inday\vai:; put . ' four. points with 4:47 left in the 
to make room for the addition of away early in the game when XU went on a 20-4 run 
sophom!'.lre forward Tani 'second half.by the. ioendit; TheMusketeers'lasteight 
Tuukkanen to the starting lineup. ..·Musketeers. points were score<;! on free throws 
"Defensively I'm .fine, offensively," by sophomore point guard Jen Parr 
I have plays spinning i.il m·y head,". DOWN I.NG THE. and Levandusky as Du,quesne con-~m H~ . . . 
said Hotz, . DUKES tinued fouling despite a 21-point 
The right plays must be spin- The first half started with a bang lead by Xavier with 23 seconds to 
· ning, because since she made the ·.· as Duquesne nailed. a three pointer go in the game. · 
switch, Xavier is 4-0 and Hotz. is to open· the scoring. Sophomore 
averaging 14.8 points per game fol~ . guard Nicole Levandusky answered ~ GAME LEADERS 
lowing Sunday's 84-64 win over· from behind the arc.for the Muske-. XU had four scorers in double_: 
Duquesne. . . . teers ten seconds. later and then re- . digits .. Hotz led-everyone with. 24 
XU (17~3 overall, 8-2 in the At- . pea:ted the feat thenexttimedown points,followedbyfreshmanguard 
!antic 10) is in,the midst of a five- : the.floor, and.·the .next.. Her :first .. Katie Griggs's 15, senior.point 
·game· winning streak~· including · three field goals accounted for the ·guard Nikki ·Kremer's 14 and 
·impressive wins over UMass (12- Musketeers' first nine points. Levand~sky's.13. -
· . .11, 7-3) two weekends.ago, and Most of the half seemed to be . Hotz-and sophomore center Jen 
previotisly unbeaten No; .14 Vir- Xavier going on a sh.ort run;:fol~ . Phillips each grabbed eight ie-
ginia ·Tech - (19-l, 9-1) and lowed by the Dukes catching right bounds for Xavier and Kremer 
Duquesne. (11-9, 4-6):this past tJ:ac:k µp. -Tlie'game:waseven at 29 pulled down six. · 
weekend. The Musketeers still traii" · points with just under six ·minutes : Kremer finished the contest with 
Tech in the A-10 West Division by . remaining hr the ·half wheri XU 13 assists and just three turnovers 
one game,.but now hold sole .pos-. went on an 11-2 run. A three- l~ading the Musketeers on the flo,or 
session of second. pointer atthe buzzer by.Duquesne · for 34 minutes ofplay. · 
... ' ' ' '-· 
· - HOTZ HELPS . Tech all--time a~d 'beat previciµsly 
The real story for Xavier in the ranked Ohio State in front of 6, 197 
last few gamei:; has been the play of .• hostile fans earlier this s~ason. 
. Hotz .. She has played an i~portant ' Then Xavier has.to face George 
. role all season long, starting every Washington who is perennially a 
game she -has seen action . in this very tough tealll. Again,: history 
season. She did miss one game over ·and circumstance are on the side of 
the semester break with a slight the Musketeers, who· won at GW 
· knee injury. . - last year and will meet a struggling 
She is the Musketeer.s' third squad when the teams face each . 
leading scorer and second leading ·other Sunday afternoon. 
rebouf!.der. Hotz plays _forward, . Finally, nextWedriesday brings 
.guard and even center, posting-up the Skyline Chili. Crosstown 
low and high and playing solid de- Shootout ,against. the University of 
fense. Hotz can easily be likened 'Cincinnati :in the Shoe. This is 
to senior forward James Posey on . where Xavier's luck runs out. UC . 
the :men's team .at Xavier, she has beat the Muske~eers last year and 
that kind of versatility. . have been playing very well lately, 
upsetting No. 18 Tulane by 21 
UP NEXT points this past weekend. However, 
Xavier faces its toughest three~ ,Xavier is the improved team and the 
game stretch of the season over the shootqut crowd is usually pretty 
· next week. m~ving just upsefVir- .·. bipartisan. 
ginia Tech, the)vfuskete~rs mu.st XUwill r.eturn home on Feb. 12 
.. travel on Friday night into the heart · .. to try arid. avenge an earlier season 
of darkness kno.w'ii.as Blacks~i.Jrg, . loss to La Salle. 
. Va'.; where the Hokies pull in 
arOu11d 6,000 fans every game. Not 
'to' worry though, XU is 6-l against 
.. 10 week of FEBRUARY 3, · 1999 SPORTS 
- .W 0 MEN'S BASKETBALL: AR 0 UN D .THE A -l 0 -
- ' Va .. ·· Tech·· loses to Xavier 
' . . - . . 
BY JOE ANGOLIA · · 
Sports Writer · STAN D I N GS 
All good things cometo an end. EAST A-1 o Overall WEST A.: 10 ·Overall 
Unfortunatelyforthe.18-0Virginia · · 1.St.Joseph's · 8-2 13-7 -i. Virginia Tech 9-1 .·· 19-1 · 
Tech Hbkies; that was the_fact they 2; UMass · 7-3 12-11 2; Xavier 8-2 17:-.3 
learned when they traveled to. 3. Temple - 3"6 · 7-12 · 3. G':Washington 7-2 · 13-6 ·· 
Schmidt. Fieldhouse .to take on 4. St. Bonave11ture 2~8 · 8~12 4:Dayton · · 5-4 9:-10 
Xavier. 5, Fordhcim . ; 2-9 ·. 6- l 5 ·• 5. Duquesne 4-6 · ll-9 
On Jan. 29, theMusketeers de- 6 .. Rhode Island . 0-9. 4-15 . 6:· La Salle 3-6 10~9 
feated the lone undefeated team in 
Division I, 71~67, despite the play . 
through Feb. 1 
of Tere Williams who scored- 15 .. points to go along with seven re-
poirits and grabbed 10 rebounds in · . bounds and two steals off the bench. 
the losing effort. The Hokies did · Schloss finished the week with· 
set the record for best start in con~ ~ seven-poi~t·~ 'eight-rebound and 
ference history at 18-0; two-assist night against Duquesne. 
Xavier is off to its best start as a . Schloss hit on 45.5 .percent of her 
Division I team at 16:-3, thanks in thi:ee~point attempts-for the week 
part to senior point guard Nikki (5~of-11). The award was her first 
Kremer, who has dished out 10 as- ·. of the 'year. · 
sists or more in IO games this sea- . ThispastweekGeorgeWashing-
son, and is ranked second in the na- ton defeated its two opponents (St. 
ti on at 8.84 assists per game; . ·Bonaventure and La· Salle) by' an 
perforinance ofRaeLynri Mcintosh. 
Mclntosh'_s. 19 points. helped the 
Flyers pull out a 64-62 win. Kelly 
Eberhardt scored a game"high 20 · 
points for the Dukes. ' . .· 
UMas_s's_ 70-63 win over S_t. 
Bbnaventure. can • b~ attributed to 
Nekole. Smith and Kathy-C:oyner. 
Both· players_ notched ·.a. double-
double in the victory~ Smith scored . · 
a team~high 17 points _and pulled : 
down 10 boards'; while Coyner> 
helped out by dishing out io assists · 
and scoring 12 points~ 
· · Though the· Boimies lost, they . 
St. Joseph's dropped a tough one average of 38 points. Senior Noelia 
to Duquesne this past week, 65~58 _ Goinez averaged 23 points and 7.5 
in overtime. The Hawks were cred~ rebounds for the Coloniafs and was 
ited with their second conference · rewarded. by being named the 
loss, despite. the efforts of Susan - Player of the Week. 
Moran, who put up game-highs of She paced the Colonials~ scor-
17 points and 13 rebounds~ In the ing attack against La Salle with 29 ' 
' were able to convert on ~11 18 of 
their free:throwattempts. Their 187 .·· 
18 nightwas the second bestteam tallied his.2SOth'win ~f:his career 
free throw shooting perfotrnapce in. with his team's 58~46 viCtory over· 
the nation this season. ·. Fordhain .~n Jan. 24'. Miller has · Hawks' win over Fordham, Moran . points by hittiOg 11-of-21 from the 
· grabbed 10 rebou.nds and a game- · tToor and 6"of-8 from the line. 
high 13 points. Her efforts earned . Gomez is second fo theA-10 in 
herCo~RookieoftheWeektionors, scoring with an 18.9 points·per 
· . her fifth of the year. game ·average." This marked her· 
Sharing the award was Dayton ·fourth player of the Week ho.nor of 
forward Sarah Schloss. In the.Fly- 1the year, and the sixth of her career. 
ers' 95-57 win over Rhode Island, .·. Dayton was able to squeeze by 
Schloss· scored a· career-high 2.0 D-uquesne ~ast Friday thanks to the · 
Senior Hifary Waltinan's' 19 posted a 2.Sp-117 (68.1 percent) 
poirits (including 12~of-12 from the · record in hisJ3 years at La Salle. 
line) paced the Bonnies. Waltman's .. He has been the coach for more than 
19 points put her over the 1,000 halfoftheprogram'stotal45Qwins 
point. plateau in' conference pfay; 'in. its entire 26 year.~xistence. 
;md moved her into sixth on the all~ . George Washingtonj!Jnior guard 
time list. · · Elis'a Aguilar has• drained: at least 
La Salle head coach John Miller one three-~pointer in each. of the 
- ... I ' 
,,:·.'. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
·calonial's 18 games this season. 
Aguilar leads the A-10 in three-
pointers per game (fourth in the na- · 
tion) at 2~94 threes per game; She 
is also within reirch ofjoiningteam-
mate Gom_ez .as the: only two 
Colcmials with 1,000 career points. . 
With ,another season next year arid 
just 178 points to go, Aguilar.is a 
'sure· Qet \0 reach the milestone. 
' '" ~"' ·- ·' ~· 
. Attention·: Students ~otrequired to,ib~ on a Meaf Plan 
He must've 





The hottest spof in town- for hot wings 
and_ the hottest sports action! We. dare 
yo~ to try our Blazin'SM wings! , 
· · Award-Winning«Buffolo Wings. 
12 Signature· Sauces · · · 
Full Menu 
. . · Da·ily Happy Hour . . 
BigScreens & a Multitude_ of TV's · 
Free NTN Interactive Trivia 
25C Wings on Tuesdays-
, Call for Carryout 
MOUNTAIN BJK~, 
·~,u~l/ · 
.\. •. E .•.1J1ll J ·~V~) 
Pottable CD -Playet, Clock ·Radio, 
·ot Othet Coor ·ptizM! 
. ·sign:up: for a· . 
VO.LUNTARY. N1EALPLAN 
for Spring Sernesterohd wintheSe 
great prize~! 
Sign .. l.JP before:Fep.·:19,_ ·1999 ·in. 
·· bftice ··_of -student.•·· peveloprnent 
For more info,. call· J ~· 
Xovier Dinihg Services at. x4874 · 
. . _. . . . ' •, ' ... ·, 
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- MEN'S BASKETBALL: AROUND THE ATLANTIC 10 -
Undefeated Temple, Xavier both lose 
BY JOE ANGOLIA 
Sports Writer 
For Xavier and Temple, Jan. 30 
markedthe end of their perfect At-
lantic 10 conference records. 
Dayton played host to Xavier 
and was able to send the Muske-
teers home with a 91-86 loss. 
Temple faced the same fate as they 
hit the road to take on St. 
Bonaventure and returned with a 
74-59 loss, Temple retained first 
place in the A-10 East, but Xavier 
fell back to a two-way tie with 
·George Washington. 
The Fordham Rams accom-
plished several team milestones this 
past w.eek. By beating UMass 66-
60 on the road on Jan. 26, Fordham 
recorded their f1rst-ever A-10 road 
win (27 straight losses away) and 
their first-ever back-to-back A-10 
wins (over SBU Jan. 24). 
They also achieved thefr most 
overall wins since joining the A-10 
in 1995-96 (eight) and matched 
their most A-10 wins in a season 
(had two in 1995-96 and 1997-98). 
Helping Fordham in their ac-
complishments was Player of the 
Week Bevon Robin. The sopho-
more guard averaged 23 points and 
3.5 assists a game as the Rams went 
2-0 in A-10 play. 
. Robin's highlight of the week 
came on Jan. 26 when he scored 26 
points (including a perfect 12-12 
from the charity stripe) along with 
STANDINGS 







LTerhple 7-1 13-7 1.Xavier 
2. UMass 5-3 9-11 G. Washington 
Rhode Island 5-3 12-9 3. La Salle 
4. St. Bonaventure 4-5 10-11 Dayton 
5. St. Joseph's 3-5 9-11 5. Virginia Tech 
6. Rhode Island 2-7 8-1 O 6. Duquesne 
through Feb. 2 
four rebounds and three assists in 
the win over UMass. 
· Robin leads the A-10 in free 
throw percentage at a ;841 clip (74-
of-88) and is fifth in scoring with 
16~9 points per game. This was the 
first. Player of the Week award for 
the 1998 Rookie of the Year. 
For the third time in a row and 
the seventh time this season, Lamar 
Odom has earned the Rookie of the 
Week award. The Rhode Island for-
ward averaged 20 points, 10.5 re-
bounds and four blocks per game 
in a pair of wins. In an 82-68 win 
over St. Joseph's, Odom put up 21 
points, nine rebounds, five assists 
and four blocks. 
He followed with 19 points, 12 
rebounds, three assists and four 
blocks in the Rams' 72-56 win over 
Duquesne. Odom is theA-10 leader 
in field goal percentage at .502 
(127-of-253). 
Odom's seven Rookie of the 
Week honors trails only Mark Ma-
con and Yinka Dare on the A-lO's 
all-time list. Macon and Dare each 
won the award nine times. 
The Francis Pomeroy Award is 
given to the nation's best player 
·under 6' tall. It would be hard to 
say that George Washington's 
Shawnta Rogers doesn't deserve 
strong consideration for the honor. 
Rogers is on pace to become the 
first player in A-10 hi&tory to lead 
the conference in scoring, assists 
and steals. Rogers is averaging 20.3 
points, 7.5 assists (third in the na-
tion) and 3.7 steals per game (sec-
ond in the nation). Rogers, along 
with Xavier's Lenny Brown, are 
both· finalists for the Wooden 
Player-of-the-Year Award. 
Rogers is not the only player 
coming up big for the Colonials this 
season. Yegor Mescheriakov is sixth 
in the A-10 at scoring with a 16.8 
points per game average. He is 11lso 
GW's team leader in rebounding 
(5.8 rebounds per game) and shoot-
ing percentage (43.8 percent). 
Mescheriakov had his best game 
of the year against Duquesne on 
Jan. 28. In the Colonials' 109-57 

















: Applications are available at the information desk, RA : 
I desks, an~ the commuter service desk. Or nominate I 
I your teacher by sending the following information to · I 
I I 
: Michael Graham. S.J. : 
1 Xavier University 1 
I 3 800 Victory Parkway I 




I * What classes have you had ·from this teacher? 1 · 
: * In what ways have you gotten to know this : 
I teacher outside of class? I 
: * .. For1what reason would you like to nominate : 
1 this teacher? · 1 
·1 I 
·I . - I 
I Nominations must be received by February 19, 1999. 1 
I I 
····-····························· 
PHOTO COURTESY OF FORDHAM SPORTS INFORMATION 
Sophomore Bevon Robin was named A-1 O Player of the Week. 
win, Mescheriakov had 27 points, 
seven rebounds, two assists, a steal 
and a block. 
St. Bonaventure's Isaac King 
averaged 20 points and five re-
bounds this past w.eek as the 
Bonnies split their two contests. 
King set a school record with eight 
three-pointers as he scored a career-
. high 24 points in the Bonnies' win 
over Temple. 
Dayton's Coby Turner scored 18 
of his season-high 20 points in the 
second h.alf of the Flyers' win over 
Xavier. Turner, the game's MVP, 
helped earn the Blackburn-
McCafferty Trophy given to the 
winning team of each contest in the 
long-standing series. 
Dayton's Tony Stanley is on 
pace to become the second player 
in A-10 history to record 50 three-
pointers, 50 steals and 50 offensive 
rebounds in a season. Stanley needs 
11 more three-pointers and steals 
to accomplish the hat trick. 
The only player to do so was 




HIGHLAND RIDGE PLAZA 
5375 RIDGE AVE. 
Motivated workers needed 
AM/PM shifts available 
$25 per 4 hf. shift 
CALL(732) 974-1051 
12 week ofFEBRUARY.3, 1999 
BRIEFS 
>Lauren Mosko, Editor 
>Diversions· Desk: 745~2878 
>-DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu 
Swing symphony 
Mercedes Ellington,_ ' grand-
daughter of swing pioneerDuke 
Ellington, will perfomi her tour-
ing show "Sophisticated 
Ellington, Symphony• & Swing" 
at Music Hall with the Cincinnati 
Pops Orchestra on Sunday, Feb. 
7, at 8 p.m. · 
This concert will preview the 
upcoming NewYork City perfor-
mance at Carnegie Hall on March 
23, celebrating the 1 OOth anniver-
sary of Duke Ellington's birth.· 
"Sophisticated Ellington'' fea-
tures classics like "It Don't Mean 
A Thing If It Ain't Got That 
Swing" and a performance of 
Ellington's "New World 
A'Coming" by pianist Michael 
Chertock. 
Tickets are priced from $14 to 
$40.50 and are available by 
phone at 381-3300 or in person 
at the CSO Sales Office in Me-
morial Hall or the Classical Mu-
sic Center in the Herschede 
Building. Student tickets are $8 
and are available 45 minutes be-
fore the concert at the Music Hall 
box office. 
Israeli film festival 
The Jewish Federation of Cin-
cinnati, the Greater Cincinnati & 
Northern Kentucky Film Com-
mission, Media Working Group 
and the Cincinnati Film Society 
will bring 14 Israeli films to Cin-
cinnati from Feb. 7-18. 
Eight 35mm films ·will be 
shown at the Esquire Theatre and 
the remaining six will be shown 
at the Heb'few Union College. 
Films will reflect such themes 
as heroism, social satire, wars, 
ethnic conflicts, the Holocaust 
and contemporary society. 
Tickets to all shows are avail-
able at $30-$40 by calling the 
Film Commission, and individual 
tickets will be available at the 
door for $6 for the general pub-
lic and $5 for students and se-
niors. 
For a complete movie sched-
ule, call the Jewish Federation of 
Cincinnati at 985-1520. 
Jazz celebration 
The University of Cincinnati 
College-Conservatory of Music's 
Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Band 
will perform Sunday, Feb. 7, at 7 
p.m. in Corbett Auditorium. 
The program will include 
modern compositions as well as 
selections from Herbie Hancock, 
George Gershwin and others. 
Tickets are $10 for adults, $8 
for seniors and $5 for non-UC 
students. For ticket information, 
contact the CCM box office at 
556-4183. 
For more information, call 
Carrie Throm at556-2683. 
Save on books 
On Friday, Feb. 5, Joseph-
Beth Booksellers will be having 
their semi-annual sale day. Al-
most all store items _will. be 20 
percent off. 
.•. ,,.,' 
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No 'End' insight for historic cafe 
· .. CINCINNATI'S 112-YEAR-OLD WATERING HOLE STILL ALIVE AND KICKING 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
Diversions Editor 
If you're tired of the same old 
bars and deejayed _house parties, the 
answer to your problem is not some 
new and trendy coffee bar down-
town or a pulsating dance club; it's 
a local favorite - recalled to life 
from the pages of history. 
East End Cafe, which first 
opened its doors in 1887, is one of 
Cincinnati's oldest watering holes. 
East End was originally a. "stag" 
bar, meaning women were not ad-
mitted, and a men's hotel. Even 
today, the upper floors still contain· 
hotel-sized rooms with brass num-
bers above each door. 
However, as women's. rights 
were recognized in the '40s, the 
"stag" label was dropped and the 
"troughs" and spittoons in front of 
each of the bars were removed. 
In the '30s, the cafe was ex-
panded to create enough floor space 
for about 275 patrons, providing ad-
equate space for a full-sized bar 
and, eventually, a dance floor and 
stage for live music. 
In the '60s, East End became one 
of Cincinnati's earliest rock 'n' roll 
venues, competing with The 
Ludlow Garage and Bogart's for the 
· top performers and the biggest 
crowds. 
. Thirty years later, the venue still 
rocks. 
New live performances are fea-
tured every Friday and Saturday 
night. Frequent tickets include the 
Marcia ;Brady Band, the Kelly 
Richey Band, LeRoy Ellington and 
the E Funk Band, Robin Lacy & 
DeZydeco. The cover charge is 
usually $3. 
In addition, some groups sched-
uled to perform are The Menus, 
Bongoheads, Fairbanks 142 and 
Shakerag. 
Every Wednesday night from 
8:30p.m. until 12:30a.m.,EastEnd 
holds an open jam session, hosted 
by Larry Malott and his band, East 
End Steel. There is no cover charge 
on jam session nights, and anyone 
is welcome to participate. 
· To complement its dynamic live 
acts and original jam sessions, East 
End also boasts a great atmosphere 
with wonderful acoustics. 
Speaking of aesthetics, the his-
toric beauty of the bar shines. 
through its fine woodwork, high 
ceilings and two 19th century-style 
bars and back-bars. 
When Robert E. Sanders, also 
the sole owner of a 
February band line-up 
five7lawyer litiga-
tion firm in 
Covington, Ky. and 
his partners Lora 
Kuechler, the Gen-
eral Manager of the 
East End, Sandy 
Sturgeon, former 
proprietor of the 
Harbor House Bar 
in West Covington 
and Rob Sanders, 
Jr., renovated the 
cafe last July, they 
furnished it with 
original art from 
some well-known 
artists. 
Friday, Feb. 5 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Friday, Feb. 12 
Robin Lacy & DeZydeco 
(Zydeco), $3 cover 
Kelly Richey B;ind 
(Rock, Blues, Funk), $3 
The Phil Blank 
Blues Band (Blues), $3 
TBA Saturday, Feb. 13 
Friday, Feb. 19 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
Friday, Feb. 26 
LeRoy Ellington & 
The E Funk Band, 
(Funk; Blues), $3 
Goshorn Brothers 
(Classic Rock), $3 
Fast Forward, 
(Rock), $3 
On display are 
five wood block 
·prints by Salvador 
Dali, an original 
acrylic painting by 
Peter Max, two silk-
screen prints by 
George Rodrique, a Saturday, Feb. 27 Shake Rag, 
(Classic Rock), $3 Tarkay, a 1962 
piece by The Fam-
New Releases 
The following were due for release on Feb. 2 ... 
Soundtrack, Blast from the Past (Capitol) ... Giovanni, Destiny 
(Atlantic) ... Graham Central Station, GCS 2000 (NPG) [with Prince 
and Chaka Khan guesting] ... Baaba Maal and Ernest Ranglin, Live 
at Royal Festival Hall (Palm Pictures) ... April March, Chrominance 
. Decoder (Mammoth) ... Cesar Rosas, Soul Disguise (Rykodisc) [Los 
Lobos member] ... Sileas, Play on Light (Green Linnet) ... Tear Da 
Cl~b Up Thugs, CrazynDaLazDayz (Relativity) [with members of 
Three 6 Mafia] ... Nancy Wilson; Live at McCabe's Guitar Shop (Epic) 
... Sex Pistols, Pretty Vacant - Best of '76 (Cleopatra) ... 
... all dates are tentative. 
. '·~,.. . 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ROBERT E. SANDERS 
The East End Cafe, located on Eastern Avenue, has a rich history 
and a bright futu.re. 
ily Dog and a San Francisco poster 
art consortium, for starters. If it'-s 
not ale you .seek, the art collection 
alone creates an experience that will 
stimulate the senses. 
For those who are interested in 
the art of sport, East End offers soft 
and hard darts, including league 
play, and pool leagues. 
In case one should get hungry 
grooving and shaking to the live 
music or sweating over a pool table, 
the kitchen serves both hot and cold 
foods ranging from sandwiches and 
appetizers to full entrees. 
While on the subject offood;ex-
pansion plans are in process to put 
restaurant seating on the second and 
third floors of the building. All the 
old hotel rooms will remain intact, 
creating a series of small, intimate 
dining rooms for private dinners or 
parties. A large patio for outdoor 
food and beverage service, on the 
order of Pat O'Brien's patio in the 
French Quarter of New Orleans, is 
also being_ prepared. 
If you're still a little hesitant to 
venture off Dana Avenue to visit 
: East End Cafe, you should knO\y 
there is plenty of free, off-street 
parking in the lots across the street, 
behind and alongside the building. 
Last, but certainly not least, East 
End is known for a friendly, com-
fortable, safe atmosphere. 
Wrote Sanders in a recent letter 
to the Ne'r\Jswire, "Our approach to 
bar management is to think of what 
we are doing as hosting a great 
party, every night of the week, for 
our friends." 
With this attitude, let's gas up the 
car and head east. 
East End Cafe is located on 
4003 Eastern Ave., Cincinnati. 
(Take Columbia Parkway to Delta 
Avenue. Turn south on Delta, as.if 
you were going to The Precinct 
restaurant's parking lot. At the stop 
sign, turn left on Eastern Avenue. 
East End is found on the corner of 
Eastern and McCullogh Street.) 
·tiveWires 
Thursday, Feb. 4 
Against all Authority 
w/G.B.H. 
@Bogart's 
Friday, Feb. 5 
Statler Brothers 
. w/ '.l'ara Lynn 
· @ Procter & Gamble Hall 
Saturday, Feb. 6 
Kelly Richey Band 
@ East Erid Cafe 
Sunday, Feb. 7 
Kid Rock 
w/ Monster Magnet 
and (hed)pe 
@Bogart's 
Tuesday, Feb. 9 
Afghan Whigs 
@Bogart's 
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Chicago's trio a hard 'habit' to break 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
Diversions Editor 
Some of you may remember the 
name·. split~habit from a. certain 
house partf on·Clinton Springs last . 
fall. In c'ase·youJorgot, the trio of 
guys from Chicago returned to Top 
Cat's last Saturday to play to a Mus-
keteer-dominated crowd. 
Members Travis "Dickie" 
.. Brown (lead vocals, bass guitar), 
Chris Michaels (drums) and John 
Stone~n~berg (backing vocals, gui-
. tar) shed thefr Yankee jerseys and 
hooded sweatshirts worn during the 
sound-check and donned starched 
white shirts and ties for the show. 
. The spirit of pop~punk rebellion 
would not be crushed under the 
boot-heel of formal fashion, how-
. ever-, Michaels .and Brown opted 
to leave their shirts untucked. 
The audience couldn't help. but 
smile, expecting the playful, ener-
getic performance of last fall to be 
repeated. · 
The group is touring in support 
of their late·st album Rockstar 101 
and their recent EP broken strings, 
broken sticks, broken hearts, so the 
a tt-ibe called quest 
·. -[r-JE .. LQ\JF 
iv10VEl\7IEN r 
A Tribe. Called Quest 
The Love Movement 
(Jive) 
This is the last album the Tribe 
will ever make together. 
That statement alone should 
send anyone running to buy the 
"last hurrah" from a pioneering rap 
group who are finally going their 
separate ways. The title of this last 
disc explains why the group refused 
to change their style to find the sales 
their record company wanted: 
Tribe did it all for love. 
The Love Movement encom-
passes what drove them, what will 
follow if you are true to yourself 
and honest with others, and what we 
are all looking for in the end. This 
disc will not bring the critical or 
e<:onomic succes:s the group en-
joyed with The Low End Theory, 
but is a fitting end to a career of true 
hip-hop. · 
On the track "Find A Way," Q-
Tip and Phife mull over how a man 
is supposed to read a woman when 
she seems to be looking for more 
than a friendship. The syncopated 
chorus is one more example of the 
Tribe's innovation. "Da Booty" is 
an honest song about what we are 
all after at times. · 
Phife said the instrumental "4 
Moms" is a tribute to those who first 
show us love. 
Tribe then tackles what we do 
when love cannot be found. "Com-
mon Ground (Get It Goin' On)" and 
"Like It Like That" both ask if we 
can cut out the pomp and circum-
stance and getto know each other. 
set consisted almost entirely of · 
tracks from the discs. 
affection this time was a pack 
of cigarettes. He complained 
for a moment to the crowd 
about the rising cost of his ad-
dietion, and theri continued 
with the set. · 
Their lyrics deal primarily with 
teen-age heartaches and musings .. 
''She's the One" is a light-hearted,· 
catchy little tune. coupled with 
words like "I.don't care l 'bout 
anyone else, she's. the one I who 
makes me myself ... " The live per~ 
formance of this song was espe~ 
cially impressive due to a musical 
break-down, which reduced the 
back-beat to a bass line and cym-
bals, and then atotal instrumental 
restoration;. complete with vocal 
harmony. · 
The ballad "8th Grade Dance" 
was the slowest, most sentimental 
song of the set, drawing from the 
.. pains of middle school love. The 
tempo began slowly but sped up as 
the song reached its final chorus, 
truly showcasing the talent of the 
group. 
"You're Killing Me" added a 
twist to the idea of tough love. 
Brown sang, "Ever since the first 
time I saw you, I wanted you for 
. my very own," but he wasn't. ad" 
dressing a girl - the object of his 
(Never will you hear talk of 
"bitches" or "hos" on a Tribe album 
- what kind of love is that?) 
When you find yourself ready to 
take on the challenges love pre-
sents, Tribe hits true again with 
"Against The World." Sincerity 
reigns over this one like nothing 
made·by any rap outfit' yet. • 
And finally, what would a Tribe 
album be without the last track in-
viting a set of worthy cohorts to 
throw their skills in the pot of"Rock 
Rock Y'all?" Featuring Punchline, 
Wordsworth, Jane doe and Mos 
Def, this free-for-all reminds listen-
ers that A Tribe Called Quest can 
still tum it out with a vengeance and 
get high with a little help from their 
friends. 
You never know how good it is 
until it's gone. Thanks, Tribe. 




Without You I'm Nothing 
(Virgin) 
The second effort from Placebo, 
Without You I'm Nothing, marks the 
trio's jump to major label status. 
Brian Molko, Stefan Olsdal and 
Steve Hewitt have toured with U2, 
David Bowie and even Weezer. 
However, none of these artists can 
be used as a descriptor of the unique 
stylings Placebo creates. 
The group has produced a melo-
. dramatic album abo!lt relationships 
gone horribly awry, and a popular 
top 40 debut single, "Pure Morn-
ing." 
Split~habit held the crowd's 
attention throughout the entire. · · 
show, but got the greatest wave . 
of applause and approval for 
their pop-punk rehdition of the 
. Beatles' "Please Please Me." 
Vocally, the melody-har-
mony tandem of Brown and 
Stone-n-berg was a perfect 
complement and added a per-
sonal touch to ·the amplified 
guitars. Stone-n-berg easily PHOTO COURTESY OF HOBO ENTERTAINMENT 
reached the higher harmonic John Stone-n-b~rg, Travis "Dickie" Brown and Chris Michaels (left to 
·notes (think Weezer), setting his right) are split-habit. 
work apart from many of the more showing the crowd they were out 
· monotone efforts of today's pop- to have a good time. The guys in-
punk vocalists. terac.ted on stage~ nodding and yell-
Michaels is one of the best indie ing to each other to keep themselves 
guitarists to play in Cincinnati, and and the crowd pumped up. An oc-
his frenzied energy and apparent casional double jump from Brown 
love for his work raises the inten- and Stone-n-berg showed split-
sity of the sound of split-habit. habit takes nothing standing still. 
As a group, their stage presence Split~habit gave all they had to 
was confident and comfortable, a less-than-sell-out crowd, proving 
IN YOUR EAR-
Using eyebrow-raising lyrics 
like, "A friend in need is a friend 
indeed I a friend with weed is bet-
ter," Placebo wishes to prove their 
top 20 debut album was not a fluke. 
Without You is an album full of 
contrasts - the music is melodic 
yet heavy, fast-paced but melan-
choly -'-- creating a sound reminis-
cent of Gish~era Smashing Pump-
kins. 
This album is real and honest 
enough in its lyrical .content and 
original enough in its music to push 
. the group into superstar status if 
given the chance. If you need a 
healthy outlet for the rocky roman-
tic frustrations we all face from time 
to time, this is your album. 
This disc earns $$$$. 
-Todd Parkhurst, 
Diversions Writer 
All Disco Dance Music 
Must End In Broken Bones 
(Virgin) 
You may remember Whale and 
their wacky cult hit "HobO Humpin' 
Slobo Babe" from a few years back, 
and, honestly, the band has not 
changed at all since then. 
Featuring an enthusiastic mix of 
techno, metal, pop and punk, 
Whale's third album, Alt Disco 
Dance Must End In Broken Bones, 
is nowhere near ground-breaking 
and all too similar to theirprevious 
two releases . 
Full of hyperactivity, Whale can 
most appropriateiy be used as back-
ground music at a party where you· 
want a good laugh and a decent mix 
·of random music. 
All Disco Dance moves between 
musical genres and creates a few 
laughs with lyrics like, "I think that 
we can change the world with a 
two-chord song," but, unfortu-
nately, it will not be Whale's two-
chord song that changes anything 
... at least not this time around. 
However, it's reassuring to know 
somebody is still trying. 
This disc earns $$. 
-Todd Parkhurst, 
Diversions Writer 
Jet Set Six 
Livin' it Up 
(Mutiny) 
In these days when the top 40 
music gets as predictable as the cafe 
menu, bands have started to rip off 
each other and even dig up old 
songs to "remix." Failing that, 
sometimes an old musical style is 
revived and glossed over (I'm talk-
ing to you; Cherry Poppin' Dad-
dies), modernized and robbed of the 
innocence that made it so attractive 
in the first place. 
If such musical plunder makes 
you ill, you can thank your stars for 
Jet Set Six, a modern-day swing 
band that stays frue to the period 
that inspired them. Even though 
Mutiny Records released Liviti' it 
Up late in 1998; it could very well 
have been played in dance halls.half 
a century ago. 
While Jet Set Six has only six 
members, they manageto maintain 
they appreciate all their fans and 
relish every opportunity to perform. 
Next time the·three come around, 
hopefully they will enjoy a grander 
welcome- they definitely deserve 
it. 
For more information on split-
habit, visit their web site at 
www.geocities.com/sunsetstrip/pit/ 
4472. 
the big band sound through 11 diz-
zying songs. Lead vocalist/guitar-
ist John Ceparano glides through 
these swing/jazz numbers, backed 
by a solid horn section and upright 
bass to get the old heart thumping. 
If listening to this CD doesn't make 
a true music fan want to get up and 
dance, they might want to check 
their pulse. 
Not only does Jet Set faithfully 
reproduce the sounds of a bygone 
era, they can also write lively, feel-
good music. While the band 
bounces through the title track, 
buoyed by the airy guitar and a har-
mony of horns, Ceparano tells us 
how "I took a sip of the good life I 
and I downed the entire cup I but I 
ain't living it down I no, I'm living 
it up." 
Many of Jet Set's songs, if they 
aren't praising the good life, are 
swingy lounge tunes in tribute to an 
old (or new) flame: "I'm never 
gonna ever give up hope l 'cause 
although you're quite insane I 
you're still the dame that knotted 
my rope." 
Not one song drags this collec-
tion down; even numbers like "The 
Perpetual Bachelor," a tune about 
a guy who can't get a date, ("I'm a 
one and only sir I I'm a him with-
out a her ... ") are more funny than 
metancholy. 
Livin' It Up is definitely a wor-
thy addition to any CD collection, 
espeCially if you consider yourself 
"old school." However, even pro-
gressive~types will probably dig it. 
Even though the style is vintage, the 
music is classic. 
This CD earns $$$. 
. . -Jmzatha11 Mosko, 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
$$$$ = You should probably 
pay more than you were charged 
for this disc. . 
$$$ = ~ick this up on your next 
trip to the record store. 
$$ = It's worth taping from a 
friend. 
$=Don't even bother. 
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-THEATER REVIEW-
Thunderous 'bluesical' takes CincinJJ,ati by storm 
ROSENTHAL WINNER KEITH GLOVER AND GRAMMY NOMINEE KEB'MO' TEAM UP TO CREATE STRIKING MUSICAL 
BY JAY KALAGAYAN 
Diversions. Writer 
"Thunder Knocking On The 
Door" marks the return of 
Rosenthal New Play Prize winner, 
Keith Glover, to the Queen City. In 
1997, his play, "In Walks Ed," cap-
tivated audiences with a shoot 'em 
up, knock 'em down story set in 
Harlem. 
This time, Glover brings in the 
incredible music of Keb'Mo' and 
five amazing actors for his 
"bluesical." 
THE STORY 
The Dupree family is visited by 
a blues-playing stranger - a super-
natural shape-shifter named 
Marvell Thunder. 
Thunder has come to claim a 
pair of charmed guitars from the 
twin children of the only man who 
ever beat him in a "cutting contest," 
or guitar duel. 
Having already bested the son, 
he challenges the blind daughter, 
Glory Dupree, to the ultimate mu-
sical showdown at the "place where 
two roads meet." 
THE GOOD 
OK, let's forget about Keith 
Glover's growing reputation as a 
unique playwright and his Pulitzer 
Prize nomination. Let's also forget 
that the music is by Grammy award 
winner Keb'Mo'. 
To the average audience mem-
ber, reputation is nothing, it is what 
is on stage that counts. 
The musical 's story offers good, 
old-fashioned character develop-
ment. As it should be; none of the 
characters remain the way they 
were in the beginning. 
Glover hints that Jaguar's vic-
tory over Thunder was special but 
not without consequence, causing 
residual problems that shaped each 
member of the family. 
In actuality, "the blues" is the 
... 
only creature that is a constant 
throughout the musical. 
The cast is very talented, not 
only acting and singing, but actu-
ally playing musical instruments 
along with the live band backing 
them up. 
One of the shining stars in the 
cast is Glory Dupree, played by 
Marva Hicks, who is blinded in a 
car accident. Hicks does an effi-
cientjob as Dupree during the first 
act. She is careful with body mo-
tions and plays down the tempta-
tion to be musically larger-than-life. 
This inversion of energy allows 
her to bloom in the second act. , 
Hicks is able to go from timid to 
down-right, knock 'em dead sexy. 
Her little voice explodes in "I'm 
Back" and "Movin' On." She has 
such a renewed presence in the sec-
ond act, it almost introduces her as 
a new character. 
Peter Jay Fernandez plays Mar-
vel Thunder, the shape-shifter of 
blues. Fernandez has the bluesy 
coolness required for the protago-
nist of the story. However, Glover's 
talent as a playwright shows the 
grays of the character so that the 
crossroads where light and dark 
meet is not a place, but Thunder, 
himself. 
Fernandez plays the tempter 
with smooth charm in the song "See 
Through Me," which had the audi-
ence swooning to the bassy rhythms 
and cheering at the place where two 
lips meet. .. · ·· 
One of the strongest voices of 
the cast belongs to Doug Eskew, 
who plays the roles of the Brothers 
Dupree, Dregster and Jaguar, Sr. 
Eskew's presence is strong, un-
deniable and literally larger-than-
1 i fe, whether as the comedic 
Dregster or the blues master, Jag-
· uar, Sr. 
His performance as Jaguar, Sr., 
PHOfO COUITTESY FO PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK 
Glory Dupree (Marva Hicks, left) and Marvell Thunder (Peter Jay Fernandez) duke it out in a 
"cutting contest" to judge the best on·the Delta blues guitar in "Thunder Knocking On The Door:' 
is the defining polish on. the pro-
logue piece and the all-too-few pre-
cious silhouettes in the second act. 
Eskew shows an opposite side 
with Dregster. Dregster is humor-
ously slapstick on the surface but 
the turmoil of playing second string 
to his brother's family and Good 
Sister Dupree takes its toll on the 
character. 
THE BAD 
The first act's blend of blues and 
musical hype is more mosaic than 
melting pot. More subtle expres-
sion is disrupted by brash group 
numbers and other musical stereo-
types. Ken Roberson's choreogra-
phy for the group numbers clashes 
with the sophisticated rhythm of the 
live band. 
The traditional blues fans of 
Muddy Waters' coolness might be 
annoyed with typical musical em~ 
bellishment. This "bluesical" is an 
amalgamation of gospel, soul, jazz 
and musical brouhaha built on. a 
foundation of blues. That is not 
necessarily a negative commei:it 
but, to the true blues fan, might be 
a pain. 
Kevyn Morrow1 who plays Jag-
uar Dupree, Jr., is a dweeb of 
wanna-be rock and roll while con-
stantly proclaiming his blues roots. 
His flashy outfits (l;>y costume de-
signer Michael Alan Stein) are pos-
sibly harmful to the naked eye. 
His dancing reflects an MTV 
stiffness .devoid of the indigo cool 
of the sound. However, this could 
be in character. 
WARNING: "Thunder Knock-
ing On The Door" has some sound 
effects that can be very loud at 
times, hence the name. Those with 
weak hearts who startle very easily 
may want. to avoid the production. 
THE.WORD 
"Thunder Knocking On The 
Door" is an enjoyable way to spend 
the evening. The work is new, hav-
ing been only performed once in 
Washington, DC., which places the 
Queen City one step from the cut-
· ting edge. 
Glover is a rising star gaining 
much attention in the theatrical 
world. His work is unique in the 
field as he continues to redefine the 
stage with "bluesical" and Harlem 
shoot-outs. · 
This might be one of the few 
chances Cincinnati gets to see the 
changing face of theater. 
THE INFO 
Performances run through Feb. 
19, Tuesday-Sunday in the Robert 
S. Marx Theatre. 
Students, all unreserved seats are 
half-price when purchased at the 
Playhouse between 11 a.m. and 5 
p.m. the day of the show. 
For more information, call the 
box office at 421-3888. 
-FILM REVIEW-
Disappointing 'Blast' fizzles after ignition 
It's already February, 
and you're running 
out of time ••• 
THE ONLY THING WORSE THAN A BAD MOVIE IS A BAD·MOVIE THAT HAD POTENTIAL 
BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ 
Diversions Writer 
The premise for "Blast From the 
Past" is promising. Calvin Webber 
(Christopher Walken), a scientist, 
has an underground fallout shelter 
constructed as a complete replica of 
his house. With the fear of a Com-
munist invasion, he plans to use this 
as a refuge for his family .. 
In 1962, President Kennedy ex-
plains the crisis and Calvin takes his 
wife, Helen (Sissy Spacek), who is 
with child, down into the shelter. 
Quite improbably, a fighter 
plane crashes into their house, and 
Calvin, thinking it's a bomb, s.eals 
his family underground for 35 
years. 
The family's underground life is 
entertaining. The child is born and 
must be educated by his parents in 
all subjects from French and proper 
manners to boxing and ballroom 
dancing. 
Many innovative ideas manifest 
themselves in . the underground 
house, including a mini-grocery 
store. It will be a return to the '60s 
for many viewers, which exhibits 
the initial beauty of the script. 
Time progresses and we see the 
family age, yet they never change 
their lifestyle. The 35 years nears 
its end, and the family is running 
out of supplies. 
Calvin is forced to venture up to 
the surface, only to have a riotous 
run-in with a bum, a transvestite and 
an adult video store. 
These experiences send him into 
shock, driving his son, Adam 
(Brendan Frasier), to visit the sur-
face. 
Armed only with his polyester 
jacket, a box of old baseball cards 
and a suitcase of stocks, he goes up 
to get supplies for his family. 
This marks the exact moment 
where the film takes a tum for the 
worse. 
Perhaps too much time was 
spent researching the '60s and the 
writers lost sense of the present. 
The perception they offerAdam is 
one of initial awe, but he adapts so 
quickly that the potential humor or 
insight into society fades. 
Adam has the unbelievable luck 
·of meeting Eve (no, I'm not joking), 
played by Alicia ~ilverstone, in a 
baseball card shop, where she saves 
him from getting scammed for all 
his valuable cards. (I'll trade you 
one Hank Aaron and two Honus 
Wagners for a better plot develop- · 
ment.) 
Frasier plays the clueless char-
acter better than anyone else, which 
leaves this movie feeling like the 
sequel to "Encino Man" or "George 
of the Jungle." He maintains an 
ignorant look on his face through-
out the movie, which gets annoy-
ing about two minutes after he 
meets Silverstone. 
I have never mistaken 
Silverstone for a great actress, but 
her portrayal here was deplorable. 
·Her facial expressions never con-
veyed any clear emotion, and there 
just wasn't any chemistry between 
Adam and Eve. 
Their inevitable romance hardly 
became anything more than a trivial 
occurrence. 
Overall, the supporting cast put 
·in great performances. Walken and 
Spacek were gems as Adam's par-
·ents. Dave Foley ("News Radio" 
and "The Kids in the Hall") was a 
bright spot as Eve's homosexual 
housemate, Tory. Also, the bum 
who lives above the fallout shelter 
keeps a few laughs coming. 
There were many humorous 
scenes interspersed, but they were 
not enough to offset an excruciat-
ingly bad, slow-motion scene later 
in the film and save the movie. 
It appeared as if this.movie had 
a lot more life to it, but it ended too 
abruptly. 
It is sad to see a well-conceived 
idea fall short of being a great 
movie, when the possibility was so 
apparent. 
Rating: ** 
· Only three months 
left to write for 
Diversions. 
The ·entertainment 
world is waiting. 
X-2878 
THE XAVIE(NEWSWlRE :·· . .. 
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K:.I·.S.S. 
·Keep·;+. S(lfe spring. Break 
. ' ' . . . ·. ·,. ~ . •· ; . 
...• ForjusF2 more we~ks you wi rr have the opportu~ity to pa.rticipate. in the 
· ·'·K~I.s·;,s .. pr~gr~.~I : · " · · · .. · · ·. · · 
... 
. ' To b'e'.~ligible: Reci'd C1~d answer the questions that appear weekly, qdd " 
·.·your owri serious. Spring Break Tip, sign your name ~md phqne number, and 
.. drop· off in the K.-I;s.s·: boxes by Friday 3:00pm each wee~;· · · 
"winners wm be drawn weekly-only orie entry per person: each week. · 
. . ' . ~· . . . - ' . ' . . 
. ,. ' 
,·.· 
Drop off sites at Co~muter Servic~s, .SACoffice, and Health & 
Counseling~Loqk for,' f ~e ,"K. I.~. s. II. Boxes! . . . 
, ·~·:~and· prizes: > · " · 
Corriair Travel Voucher and Gift C~rtificates to Kenwood Towne Center 
.. 'Weeldy,Prfzes ofK:I.S~S. Gift Bcisk_ets. 
) . 
,E.nt~r weekly fo~ Grand Pr:"i;tes;, Drawings on Jan. 29th, Feb. 5th,· 
Feb. 12th and ·Grand ·Prizes ·on· Feb .. 19th. . . . .. 
·Name· Phone#--'-------------------'-
You,r own K .. I.S.S. (Sp.ring Break) Tip:. _________ _ 
. Rohypnol:'- The J)~te Rape JJrug • ,. . . .. 
Rohypnol is a colorless, tasteless, odorless drug that has, amnesic prop~rties., The. 
· sedative.is JO tinie~.ntorepotent than valium qndthough itis not legci/in.the(J.S., ·:. · 
· 1ow cost·afal ease of smuggling make it :eas.ifyap9essib~e.Dangerro/,Rohypnbl are · 
appareni when placed in the drink_ of an:unsuspecting female, .When thepe'rs()ri 
· awak~ns, she maygnd hefself the vi~tiln of sexual as~ault, rape, or robbery: .·· · 
Victims are unable to r,eme1nber the events.after drinking the taint.ed drink .. ·· Be 
awa,:e. of t&e ilrug. and ~ever. le~eyour drjnk unattended . . Us~ goocljudgenient 
and you 'II be.si1re to have a Safe_SpringBreakf-\ ;. · .. , ... ,.' · · .. ;, "· ·· · ,, , 
week of FEBRUARY 3, .1' 999 15 
·sexuaJ.ity , . 
. .. Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) are infections caughtthrough 
. sexual contact. The mo~t r;om'mon on college campuse~ are chlamydia, 
genital herpes andgen,ital}fa'rts. Abstqiningjrom sexual activity eliminates 
the risk of contraeting an STD. Which of the following·statements are true? 
- Women who have h~d an ST.Dare at greater risk for · 
.. --.- 'HIV I AIDS; infertility 'and cervical cancer . . . 
_· __ Chlamydia and gonorrhea infections commonly have:no - .. 
. .. symptoms. . . . . 
· _· _Of chlamydia, genital herpes~ and genital warts, only chlamydia 
is curable. ·· , . " · . . ·· · 
· . Chlamydia is an infection caused by bacte~ia . It is·probably the 
most common STD. College campus incident rat.es· are J0-15%of studen!s 
· peryear. Which of the following are true about chlamydia? . -
_·_._It typically.infects a man's urethra. . . . . 
_· _ .. _It typically infects a WQman~surethra, vagina, or reproductive organs. 
·_. _._It is easily trea~ed with.ant'ibiotic.s. 
.. -People ofte1:1 state'that ih~ir'greatest challenge in protecting 
the'mselves against S,TD contraction is:. · 
~Ign·orance. 
_._ .. ·Lack of available condom~. 
__ ._: Self-conscjousness. 
:'~' ' 
lf you think you may have an STD, what should you do? 
__ See a health car_e professional as soon as possible. ·_ ·. · 
__ -.. _Wear a gl~nt banner stating th~ type of STD you' have. 
· •-'· _. _Abstain from sexual contact until seeking tnedical attentiory . 
. Which of the following is 'identffredby expert~ <is 1itost important for 
maintaining q,satisfying relationship? . · ·. · · · · ·. · 
Few life stressors ... ~ . . 
· Emotionat"s.upport, nurtu.ri11g, 1;1nd encouragement· 
_ .. _-_The quantity ot'sexi.ml.activity .. 
·'; . . ',' .. : ' 
-·'·•" 
:• .. t>on't',\\iss Ouf On the BestK~I.S.S; .. Ever , · 
' .};';, . Wislii11g "!oi1 a fi111.~11d .a/~ Sprii1g B;~aki I Weil11~~s Ttfa~1, Hea;t/1 & Cout1seling, SGA, SAC, Safety & Security and R~s Life. . 
• • •• • .·: : ·' ' •• -,'·,. • • •• • ··'' J •• - • • • ' •• • • • • ···: • • • " 
CASH IN ON 0000 GUDIS •. ··.· 
... : . ' '. . ' , .. · '. ' ..... ' . .· . . . .. · . ' ' 
. . If you're a freshznan or t~ition; most bo~ks and . 
· ·:soph:omore with good: fees,plus$150per~school 
; . , .~>grades,apply now ~Qr a . :i;non.th: Th:eyalsopayoff- . 
· t:tiree-year or two-year · · . w:i.th leader.ship. 'experi-' ' 
. • • scholarship .f.rom .Army . · ence and officer creden- · 
. ROTC. Army ROTC, . tials . .inipressive to· 
: . scholarships pay . future: employers. 
•" 




.. -ARMY· ROTC 
: ,. 
THE 'sMAllTEST: COLLl:GE COURSE You·cAN ·TAKE-:.'. 
·.·,. 
. . . ' . . 
For details; visit St. Barfuc:i HCxn or, can 
·. ::·.r,,·~~·~-:.··.: ... '. . ' . 745· 1062 
- . ~. •·. . . . . . . . 
, ... ,.·· 
, .. 
... _ .. · :. ·.· 
. .. · 
'·: ... 
· Engineerlng·Excellence, Inc~·.· 
. ·· .. The .1995 National Quality Contractor of the Year is 
expanding once again. A new and exciting position in 
'fylark~ting has just be~n ·created. · 
To qm~lify you must be: , 
. ·:• Ast'rong; _consistent lead generator 
.. • Able to manage miscellaneous accounts 
- •:Proficient in Excel &'MiCrosoftWord .· . . 
~ A. team player, capable of assisting 4 account ·managers 
• Capable of sales.role ·position · · 
• A college graduate 
Bertefits include: 
•. Generous ~alary . . 
~ Potentiai for full-tirrie sales 
• fyl~dica,i •. 401K, LTD-& more 
Previmi~ sales. experience a plus. For confidential 
interview call Freeda at (513)761-6000 .. 




:PA R·fs·~99 · 
r 20th anniversary i1l. providing 
'cy. summer education. 
over i oo. courses 
. re~ch · Immersi.on 
rt History . 
ing fo~ Filfu. · Fillnmakirig 
-VERSITY OF· PARIS: 
~m.2200 . - ;·. 
7 5007 Paris~ F~ance -
.FaX (33/1) 40 62 07 .17. 
"'"' ... ~2) ,983~ 1414 
16 week of FEBRUARY 3, 1999 . CAMP.US CALENDAR 
I ''' ' f I] ~; I t 11.1 ! \'I . 
Februa·ry 3' 
f;e b ruti.,~y ··. 8 
Here'.s a little review for sonie 
of us out there who just don't get· 
it. For most of you alert readers, · 
this intro will seem unnecessary, 
but for the ben~fit of th_e few,· the 
proud, and the outraged, hc;:re's a 
brief reality check.. When a white, 
upper~middle~dass, suburban, 
sheltered, slightly sarcastic chick 
chooses to respond to public out-
cry against fermented beverages · 
by referencinga hard-core, urban, 
illegal, harmful narcbtic that 
maybe, just maybe, it could be a 
joke? As in, not to be taken seri-
ously. As in, give me a.break, 
people, laugh for once in your. 
lives, it's· not painful.. 
.·.>.By Jennah [)urant. ·~To.place ar:i.item in the calendar,call 745~3122 or ni~il toML2129.· 
if that means anything tq anyone, 
With no cover, even. the po' folks 
can go,:so be at 4003 Eastern Ave. · 
from 8:30 p.m. to 12.:30 a.m. . . 
kit.. Jr{ any case, this morsel should ... 
· provide ample fuel for sign mak~ ·.·. 
.. ing next time the Eunies are in 
.·town; It's tcm late this year, but in 
tickets ·are $6 irt ad~ance and $7 . 
at the doqr . .l'he door, by the way; . 
is· attached to the Armory, where 
:e1e.ctriC Tte~, ft;:atufing s~ph~~-· 
more Dan· Root, will 'op~ri for the. 
good doctor at 7 :30 p.m. and jam 
'til 11 p.m. Asilent ·auction and 
' . -' ........ - , . •' . l' 
. . JUii~~ ~and i~~es ~·s se IO.~ch. ~ 
: He's s.t1ckmg around for another' f. 
~ ~ . . . . 
Ii:· lll;f j\1 J!\'I 
·.F~biuary4 '. ··· 
. . 
J'.m rubber, you're glue;- arid 
whatever the men's basketball 
team does i:me week bounces off 
of them ai:id sticks to the next team 
they play. According to this 
. prophecy then, the Muskies should 
be tearing up the floor when they 
meet St. John's University in 
Philly tonight for some A-10 ac-. 
tion. -
WVXU, that stereophonic 
riddle wrapped in an enigma do~ 
iilg a war dance around the 
Sphinx, presents "Remembering 
the meantime, the women's bas-
: ketball teain travels tbTurkeyla~ci 
to.night to take.on the 14th ranked. 
·.LadyHokies:· Nowthatthelr se-
' cret h~i;; IJeen revealed, they sP,buld 
. be easierto beat. . . . 
.. Apply your new knowledge of . 
· animal husbandry tonight as the 
series '.'The Phantom Lover in 
Fil~"· kicks off with the movie 
·"Love .Letters." Brother Pryor · 
will . be there to assuage all your. 
misgivings aboutthe film with a 
discussion following the showing. 
The fun.begins at7:30 p;m. in 
Kelley Auditorium; and it's free; 
free; free. 
. ~ash bar (oh, shoot, an .alcohoi ref-
. erence) iHso await y~u; An pro-
ceeds go to Habitat for. Humanity ... 
. So, .three and a hal(hours of 
... blues just ain't enough,· I hear you: 
Get som'e off"campus blues at the 
East End Cafe (they're on a roll 
this week) courtesy. of the Kelly 
Richey Band .. Go. at. IO p.m. and 
jam like a prairie dog til 2 ~-~· . 
aill~ I 1J!V• 
·"February 7· 
.day.jusfto talksomemore . .Con-· i· 
tfriue the :Bond-o~rama with.a Jun~ : 
d1eon today in th~ ~chat~ M_ulti~ ; 
purpose Room from· 12 p,m; to J. f 
p.m: The· multi-purposes continue, ri 
i'i~ht af~er· that .. wi~n._afollow• tip t 
d1scus1'1on from I :30 p.m .. to 2:45 f 
_p.m.· ~; 




F_eb ritliry. 2: .·· ·" 
It 
~: 
Welcome. back to another. Ji 
round of "Schooi,s with Dumb "· 
Names." This week's contestant F 
is Duquesne. Doo-kwez.-nee. ·. f 
They should get a technical fc:ir too r ' 
many random consonants in their · ~-
. . i. 
name before the game even starts.. r,· 
So, let me think. Alcohol is 
bad. Drugs are bad .. · Well, come 
on now. A girl still has to. have a 
theme. I can't just go off and start 
writing with no binding thread; my · 
mind wanders like Moses·fo the 
desert as it is. Therefore, as a nod · 
to the hamster in. ~Y brain that's· 
'running overtime in his little wheel . · Slavery, Part I" tonight from 7 . 
p.m. to 9 p.m. on 91.7FM. It's 
Don't feel silly if you didn't 
know that today was Zydeco Fri~ 
day, because I didn't until the good 
folks at the East End Cafe told me . 
After all those Saturday blues, 
you should be purple by now: Or 
perhaps a fetching shade of in- . 
digo. Quell your raging melato-
nin and .catch the Classical Piano 
The game in question, by the by, · I~·:_.:· .. 
· is men's ·basketball. The Muskies 
· right now as I write this, this 
week's theme is rodents. Or, as 
we say in Texas, vermin. And if 
· anyorie finds mice to be offensive, 
you might want to skip my stuff 
and just read thewant ads. 
. got to be pretty hard to remember 
slavery if no one. here. now was 
there 'when i~ was happ~ning, ~o 
maybe you coµld jl/st listen to. see . 
how .they pull this orie off. : (BY · 
the way, the pforal of "sphinx·~· is 
technically "sphinges." But since 
there's only.one; I don't think you 
should need t~·at. bit of info very·· 
often.)· 
• so. Celebrate the occasion with a 
concert by Robin Lacy and 
. DeZydeco tonight from 10 p.m. 
'to 2 a.m., with only a $3 cover. If 
take on the Dukes. at the Gardens . 1" · 
tonight at 7 p.m: It's been awhile'. Ii' 
since the boys have been back, so 1~( 
· I'Br~mind you that the buses leave tJ 
.. · and Guitar Series ~s Vaclav M~cha 
· (you can call him "Lavie") c6mes 
to the University ·center Theatre 
today at 2:30 p~m. Remember; for 
'the All-Card 'carrying squirrel,'this 
show. is· free. It should be ~~me . 
good crack. Which of course is · 
Irish slang for "a good time."· 
startmg at 6 p.m. · · ~!:: 
. Does Cincinn~ti know how to ~;; 
· ,you can't dance to this groove-in~. 
fested brand of Louisiana .dance 
hall cajun music;then you're eic 
ther dead or a grQuiidhog. . .. 
rock? I said; does. Cincinnati 
know how io rock?! Well; yes, 
judging fro~ the iocal-ba~d-done­
. good, the Afghan.·Whigs:· Greg 
Anyway. As sure as day brings 
light; cedar shavings bring gerbils, 
a~d a sale at T.J. Maxx brings· my 
mama; Wednesday brings Interna~ 
tional Coffee Hour to the Romero 
International Center from 3:30 
. - . ·,-
p.m. to 4:30 p.m.· This week's fRIDAY. · Ii !U llil I M'I Febr.udrf 6 OK, y'all~ this is big time; so all the littlemeeces outthere need 
to be on their. best behavior. The 
ERS lecture ·series on race and 
justice presents .the chair of the 
NAACP tonight in the Ul'liversity. 
Center Theatre: at 1:30 p.m. His 
~ame is Bond. luiian.Bond. It's 
free, duh, so go be enlightened. 
Dhuli and hismusica) c;ohorts take 
the stage at Bogart's 'tonight. Greg 
was an· the talk ,over break where 
· · br{:w is sponsored by Colombia. 
(Insert o~n drug joke h~re.) Free 
!-ides onJuan Valdez's donkey af-
terward for the kiddies. 
Febru,ary 5 .. · By day, he's a mild-m·annered 
I,live. Seems he got into a. fight 
with a stagehand when they played 
a local ven~e this fall. The lead 
Caffeine is a stimulant, as we 
all know, so if you've been stimu-
lated to 'create a Ii t~Je sum' sum" 
then go to the open jam· session 
tonight at the East End Cafe. The 
free-for-all is being hosted by 
Larry Malott and East End Steel,· 
Speaking ofenig.mas, the mys- . 
tery of the word "hokies" has been · 
resolved thanks to an informed 
reader. According to the Virginia 
· lexicori; a "hokie" is .. ; um, well, 
it's a castrated turkey. The~e .. 
Now you know. The Virginia Tech 
Un-sexed Barnyard Fowl? The' 
Virginia Tech Eunuchs? · I guess 
"Hokies" was the best one in that 
·philosophy professor.and Univer-
sity Scholars chair. Sure, hewears 
Airwalks and has an amusing East 
·coast accent; but nothing too out 
of theoi:dinary-for a college prof. 
But tonight, Dr. E. Paul Colella 
will sha\ce what his mama gave 
·him. as. he and his band· Mojo ' 
Boogie headline the second annual 
Habitat Blues Night. . Student 
What's the largest member of 
-the rodent family, you ask? Don't 
~6u ~ven want to guess? You just 
Whig wouldn't stand for that 
hooey, so he of course is suing the 
poor schmoe roadie-guy: · 
If you get bored today, perhaps 
you can take a walk in the woods 
with your friends. Lookfor·f9r-
est-dwelling rodents like snipes .. 
. Just stay out of the deep stuff ... 
FREE RADIO + $1,250 
Fundraiser open to student 
groups & organizations. Earn 
$3-$5· per Visa/MC app. We 
supply all materials at no cost. 
Call for info or visit our website. 
Qualified callers receive a free 




W1:1ll maintained 2 bed-. 
room apartment with central 
air & laundry. Near Xavier. 




ementary/junior high paro" 
chial. $80 pending. Certificate 
not required. 15·20 minutes 
from· campus. Flexible c;1ays. 
Cli\U 937-434-7090 .. 
FOR RENT .· 
15 private 1 or 2 bedroom. 
apartments available on Nqrth .. 
· Crescent or Greenview. Cen-
tral air. Deck on each floor, 
. equipped kitchen, living & din-
ning room, coin laundry &. 
eable ready. Call 242-7553. · 
·. HELP. WANTED : 
· 100. lnstructors/Counse-
lors needed. Coed sleepaway • 
camp. .Pocono. t.Jlountains, 
Pennsylvania. Over 60 land/ 




Camp Takajo for boys on 
Long Lake, ·Naples, Maine. 
Noted for picturesque location, 
exceptional fa6ilities & out-: 
standing programs. June 22-
Aug. 22. Over 1 oo counselor 
positions available in land 
sports, water activities; ceram-
ics, drama, music, pioneering·· 
& much more. Call !I/like 
Sherbun @ 800-250-8252 or 
e-mail camptakajo@aol.com. 
FOR RENT· 
House for rent. Sp!!clous 4 
bedroom,. 2 bath. Equipped. 
Easy-walk to campus. 1606 




1 bedroom apartlT)ent for · 
rent on 97 4 Dana. Walking dis· 
tance to Xavi!'lr. Heat & water 
paid. $450/morith. Call .772-
0909. 
FOR RENT. 
4 bedroom, .2 bath, ·re~ 
cenUy.rEimodeled, ceramic tile; . 
new appliances, air condition" .. · 
Ing; 1/2 mile.from campus: 
Heat paid. $1150/month. Call.·· 
608-0887'.;: . . . 
FOR,~ENT · .. · .... 
· Hyde Park . roommatEl 
needed to· rent a 'renovated · 
house .. Mcinth to month rental 
OK. Wasner & dryer. From. · 
$200~$320 includes 1.1tillties, 
Call 321~2144: . . 
c I a·s s if i .e.d-s 
JRAVEL 
#1 Spring B·reak '99 Vaca• 
tiorisf Best prices guaranteed! 
Cancun, Jamaica $399, Baha-
mas $459, Panama City 
Beach $99. Book now & re~ 
ceive a free "Spring Break 
Uncensored" video!!! 




, Spring Break '99 Panama 
City Beach. The Boardwalk 
Beach Resort~ Spring Break 
Headquarters. Packages from 
$19 per person per day. Clos-
est to Spinnaker and La Vela. 
· Host of Sports: Illustrated 
Beach Club. Call now! 1-800-
2 .2 4 • G 1.) .. L .F .. 
www:springbreakhq:com. . . 
Classifie~s are 25 c:~nts per · 
word with a $5 minimum. To 
place your c;:lassi_fied, ·can ~he 
advertising manager -at 
745.:3551. . . '. 
Ben's now hiring part-time LOSE WEIGHT 
retail/stock work. Flexible , Lose. weight for spring 
· hours. Close to Xavier. Call or break. Metabolite 356 for $39. 
stop in & ask for Ben@ 3827 Call 891 ~5888. 
HELP WANTED Montgomery Rd .. (next to HELe WANTED 
. lmmediateopenirigfcirper- TRAVEL , · Kroger's) 531-187~.. · Cruise ship employment. 
. Spring Break '99.Hours &' ·HELP.WANTED · Wcirtcers earn up to $2,000+/ 
manent parMime m_aint.e- . h ff dri k I G . d' 
· nance person. Evenings & . ourso ree n s. roup IS·. . Rental 6ttice assistant. ; month (w/tips Bi. benefits). 
. . k d . H , . counts & free trips from $991 wo·rk· in. o·ur ·casual· env· 1·ron .• , . ·. World travel! Land~t.our jobs up , 
·wee en s. ours ··vary.· ·Jamaica.··, Ca. ncu. n. ,· ·Florida,. $ $ 000/ · · 
C · · tltv ·· c· llK th ·menton·weekehds·&•flex1·b1e· to 5,000- 7, summer. ompe e wages. · a a . Y Barba.dos, Eiahama. s. Lowest · · 1 ( .. 1. ) ·33·5 4235 
@ 793-1800 ext. 106. · hours during the week; $7 per Ask. us how · 5 7. .·. - · 
prices/best · ·· meal · plan. hour. Call for more information . ext. C5564 L · 
TRAVEL 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 2 6 - 7 7 1 0 I . 
#1 Panama City vacations! www.sunsplashtours.com. &_appointmerit, 984-9448. 
Free parties - no cover. Best FOR' RENT · · . . 
beachfront hotels frcim $99. FOR RENT .. · 2 bed~oorri, recently re-
Free ·"Spring .Break Uncen- 4 bedroom ·apartment modeled hardwood floors, ce-
sored'; . video! within 'walking distance to . 
· ·. Xavier. All utilities furnished. , . ramie .tile.s, spiral staircase, 
1 - 8. 0 0 - 2 3 4 - 7 0 0 7 . : . Equipped kitchens. Off-street new appliances, air cqndition-
www.endlesssummertour5.ooin; .. .· !rig, 1 /2. mile. from campus. 
TRAVEL . . parking. Call 242-1567.. . . Heat paid. $606/month. Call 
Spring Break beaches. .TRAVEL 608-0887. 
· Daytona, Panama Cify, Padre, Jamaica Shuttle nonstop 
Miami, Cancun, Jamaica, Ba- s·prlr:ig break. 7 rilghts from 
·hamas; etc .. Best. hotels, $499 each ·from Cincinnati. 
prices,. parties~ Browse . Fre·e Reggae'JAM Spring 
. wwwJcpt.coni. Re.ps earn· Break information. Operators 
. cash, fre.e· trips. Ca!I Inter- ·· · · 9·5. (800) 873-4423. reggae-
· Carrypus 800~327~6013. jam.com 
. l:IELPWANti:p .· 
. Landscaping. East Walnut 
Hills..:.Hyde ·Park area. Need 
landscape foremen & labor 
crews. Pay from $8.75 to $18 
plus per hour. Call 241-9778 
· to schedule an interview. 
·HELP WANTED 
Are you interested in worl<-
lng with a· 4-year-old girl with. 
autism part time? bur daugh-
ter has been involved in a 
home-based behavioral pro-
gram teaching her academic, 
social skills & speech. The pro• 
gram, is. overseen by behav-
ioral ccirisultants from Rutgers 
University inNew.Jersey. No 
experience necessary. Train· . 
ing will be prqvided .. Flexible 
hours: 6-9 liours/week. Good . 
.. experience to( post-college 
resume. Hourly pay:· Cail 336-
. 6956. . ·'·· .. 
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